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“One must shed the bad taste of wanting to agree with many. "Good" is
no longer good when one's neighbor mouths it. And how should there be
a "common good"! The term contradicts itself: whatever can be common 
always has little value. In the end it must be as it is and always 
has been: great things remain for the great, abysses for the 
profound, nuances and shudders for the refined, and, in brief, all 
that is rare for the rare.”

 Friedrich Nietzsche, Beyond Good and Evil ―







Approach of the Dark Gods, Or AT- GH TṬĀ Ū  Rising
This book will allow you to learn the magickal Sinister system of our
adepts eclectic in their approach to what it brings, and to create a 
synthesis between the various dark traditions that are very different



in form, but whose inner aggressive nature allows them to be in 
perfect accord with each other.

We will thus create new gaping maps opening to that which lies beyond
the abyssal and to the chaos plane, through which, in agreement with 
the pulse of the Black Sun ie the VRIL through putrefaction and dark 
nigredo, bringing those old, stale forms through a vortex of Hell to 
new potentialities, our dark sorcery is the dark technology for the 
war in the coming Aeon.

These spiritual, philosophical and magickal dead forms of the White 
Lodge neglected and ignored or even blasphemed – for the good tools 
and external tools that are used to focus the dark energies towards 
the opening of channels and awaken the shadow-side or Nightside of 
Eden – and hence of chaos, located on the other side of each exoteric
outer form.

These forms (for example, mythology, ideology, rituals, symbols) in 
our working is a completely different content than that with which 
they are usually associated.

They form the same methods as the existing form of exoteric, 
"Satanism" - what they are antithetical.

This is due to the strategy of the Black Aeonic Logos and resulting 
Dark Gnosis, which partly comes from creation of dynamic forms of 
exoteric Sinister-Numinous Gnostic Fascism to Satanic overtones 
extending from the esoteric and the hidden hand of the ‘umbrella’.

Therefore, at present we decided to work on certain previously 
completely esoteric texts, making them accessible to outsiders. Thus 
the aim is to spread some creative ideas and strained-terms to be for
the foreseeable future, promote darker and more concentrated form of 
Satanism. Only in the darkness of Noctifer, can we find our inner 
light of Lucifer!

Chaos - it's a multi-dimensional plane that has an infinite amount of
time and spatial dimensions, unlike our space-time continuum or 
Universe having only three spatial dimensions and one linear entropic
time dimension. Compared with the linear time dimension of space, 



chaos is eternal, and so, the time is not limited to having only one 
dimension – it is infinite. Space is causal, that is limited to the 
law of cause and effect, while chaos is acausal and is free from any 
restrictions. It is an active and dynamic eternity. Chaos is at the 
same time is everything and nothing.

Thus, is the only true freedom and primal essence which can take any 
form. In the infinite chaos of the acausal there many infinite 
possibilities, among which also there is the possibility of another 
plane or Universe connected to our consciousness and living things. 
The multidimensional chaos is Non-Euclidean or composed of infinite 
spatial dimensions and infinite non-linear Eternal time.

Via hideous intrusions, heretical forms and presencing the dark chaos
invades space, proves destructive, absorptive and dissolving. It can 
also be a force of creation. It can be considered darkly numinous and
amoral.

Chaos can be found in all things, in the largest and smallest via 
acausal energy. However, it is not found in non-living things such as
rocks and minerals. The more complex the lifeform such as a human 
being the more acausal energy is manifested by virtue of 
consciousness itself. With empathy of the acausal and Sinister-
Numinous we can obtain more acausal energy for ourselves via the 
mind-body nexus and thus eventually become as the Dark Gods 
themselves ie Immortal. This primarily occurs through the harsh 
alchemical change process of living Satanically.

Chaos is present in the universe. It exists in absolute nothingness, 
the nothingness in which people can not afford even imagine. It is 
NON-BEING yet is also Being itself but beyond both forms. It cannot 
be formulated by words but we must use various causal abstractions 
words, logic, empathy, etc to try and understand it. It can only be 
experienced directly in and of itself. It is timeless ageless and 
beyond words. Chaos at the same time is multi-dimensional and devoid 
of measurement.

In it there is time and timelessness, space and the lack of it. He - 
the beginning of all, it was created out of chaos. Everything came 
out of chaos, it is everything and nothing at the same time. Chaos 



has its own origin and its own creation, which in its boundless 
formation creates and destroys.

Chaos - it's a dimension of zero, spaceless and timeless ie the first
principle. Zero dimension, containing the all manifested and 
unmanifested dimension. Chaos - the eternal development and lawless 
formation, which wants humanity to stop using their limited causal 
forms – because it is a evolutionary transgressive energy coming from
Atazoth itself. Atazoth being the COSMIC representation of ay-
Shaitan. Whose children are the Dark Gods such as Dagon and 
Lilitu/Darkat.

Lawlessness chaos is not bound by the laws of causality, stability, 
and limited space structures. From the point of view of Chaos 
Gnosticism, lawlessness is boundless freedom outside the shackles of 
the cosmos. Formation - a dynamic process, contrasted with static 
existence - an important concept in Tradition.

Evolution can be a tool to speed up the return of chaos, just chaos, 
while as stagnation is a means of the Magian (the Yahoud-Nazarene 
Capitalists and the White Lodge ie the Hubrati, Magian, and others) 
to keep everything in its limited form, the law, and structure.

The “smokeless flames of ay-Shaitan” are acausal fire of a dark 
"spiritual" nature, which is beyond or outside causal forms of human 
consciousness - is the link to the pristine or the essence of which 
is chaos. And accessed in our world by those who are as Satan himself
– heretical, lawless, transgressive, evil, etc.

Our "I" (ego, ego) formed the limitations of space, whereas our "True
self" (samó, self), the fullness of our being acausal force is beyond
our the human form, and any restrictions. Therefore, the "true self" 
is identical to the hidden dark force, which we call the inner black 
flame.

"I" is the focal point of the "true self" and this restricts 
(identifies). In Jungian terms it is a “persona”. We falsely identify
the body and mind as “us” under various pigeonholes we place 
ourselves in ie our jobs, our religion, our moral and ethical codes, 
etc. That have all been manufactured for us by the elites.



"True self" is in acausal space and is union or becoming Satan 
himself – who can shapeshift as male or female and whose bride is 
Baphomet. "I" - is our mind that is in the world, while the "true 
self" / spirit / the inner flame of chaos exists beyond the gates of 
the unconscious. Consequently, the "true self" - a dark and hidden 
essence that binds us to primeval chaos.

Looking into the abyss of the "true self", you can find the door that
leads to chaos. By opening the gates of the unconscious, leading to 
the acausal "true self"

(Azoth), you can increase the awareness of the "true self" in our 
being, to a direct point. Azoth being the flow from Atazoth to 
create, presence or manifest the Dark God who is his Earth Bound 
representative Satan under various forms some heretical, outlaw, 
criminal, terrorist or otherwise antinomian. And others darkly 
numinous. It is alchemical and causes alchemical changes within the 
body of the practioner. One can also via the flow of Azoth become as 
Satan himself.

Focus - "I" - toward the inner fire of chaos and create a synthesis 
of the "I" and "True self." This, in turn, increase the inflow of 
non-causal flows into consciousness via (Atazoth), which will open 
the eyes of dragon (Atazoth is often identified as a Chaos Dragon) 
and free the multidimensional "true self."

Lower (spiritual) point of the inverted satanic pentagram symbolizes 
the "true self" which is constrained and inhibited by four-forming 
elements (elements) symbolizing the "I" (ego).

After the return of the four elements in the flame of the spirit 
absorbing the acausal. "I" returns to the "true self", which is 
released again and becomes one with the perpetual chaos. Leading to 
immortality. Death via rebirth.

It's a return to the source of the acausal can only take a true self-
knowledge (gnosis), which can be achieved with a valid internal 
multi-dimensional experience of acausal formlessness.

Creating and nurturing the Sinister Changeling which is known as the 
Baeldraca via ordeals of trauma, darkness, heresy, crime and terror. 



Whereupon one initially follows the master-morality of Nietzsche and 
seeks to transgress and go beyond due limits – ie real-world evil. 
Which leads one to the state of being beyond good and evil. This is 
the exoteric and somewhat esoteric interpretation. However, the 
alchemical change process is usually septenary in Nature and neither 
left-hand path or right-hand path. It is anarchic, nihilistic yet 
beyond both.

"Aeon" in the esoteric teachings of spiritual power means / energy 
that lasts for at least three to five hundred years to two millennia,
permeates and alters the causal plane and controls the populace. Each
eon is spring, summer, autumn and winter. In the spring, Aeon is 
largely seen as a living and organic force. During this period, Aeon 
is young and has just set the time of the change, all the time he 
increases its strength and durability. In the summertime eon the most
powerful and converts everything that is not able to rise against his
forces, giving the whole shape and leading everyone in harmony with 
their own energies. In the autumn term aeon is decreasing phase and 
gradually lose control of his creatures. Finally, winter anticipates 
beginning of the end of the aeon means war degradation and 
destruction of the existing rule Aeonics order. This, in turn, leads 
to the completion of the old and the birth of a new aeon.

Each Aeon has its magic, religious, philosophical, political, art and
"moral" form, which at the time of switching the displaced and 
evicted to make way for new forms of aeonic. Through these forms 
every eon expresses the essence of its space to causal terms, and 
thus, like a vampire, a parasite on the minds of humanity.

Aeonic Black Magic is a powerful weapon to the Satanist, which 
combined with his strong will can cause global changes. However, in 
order to use this most esoteric form of magic, magician must find an 
esoteric understanding of the Tradition. Aeonics is a practical 
understanding of how Satanist can will through the transformation of 
the old religious, magical, philosophical, and political forms, 
through the manipulation of them can change, redirect, process and 
darken the spiritual energies that control existing aeon, and energy 
influencing the formation of the next aeon.



In particular, this can be accomplished by converting the ancient 
spiritual traditions with the purpose of glorifying terror and 
pressure to force, initially in the system of the former hated and 
intimidating. This may lead to changes in the whole spiritual nature 
of the system and turn it into a weapon that will be applied to the 
detriment of light / astringent / cosmic energy that the system has 
originally been guided by. Or by acting within the energies of the 
current aeon. In Savitri Devi terms the Satanist can said be 
initially within time or fighting for an ideology that is within the 
decline of time or advancement of time. After adeptship he (or she) 
can choose to be against time or against the decline of the current 
Aeon. Or choose to be above time and neither act within nor without 
the change of time.

To accomplish this, a Satanist is to find the main weakness in the 
right belief system / form that he wishes to oppose, and then uses 
these "cracks" with fraudulent misrepresentation and redirect the 
energies that are of interest to the dark alchemical work.

As an example the power of the desired belief systems, commonly 
referred to as evil, destructive, immoral and horrifying, appears as 
a supportive, creative and beautiful. A force that is in prevailing 
system of cosmic order, the law and the "goodness" ("good", as a 
rule, considered to be their own lack of will), it becomes harmful, 
flawed and tyrannical. This can not be done only through the 
relocation of the "light" and "Dark" forces of names, but with the 
release of weaknesses found in the the corresponding system of 
beliefs.

For example, it is easy to portray the Christian Satan, strong-
willed, proud, brave, powerful and admirable freedom fighter and a 
rebel. Whereas Yahweh and Jesus are pathetic, cruel, stupid and weak.
The Satanist may choose to form new beliefs, which he will contribute
to its creation only to oppose, distort and aeonically destroy the 
forces that (as, for example, Christianity) are aimed at development 
of the distortion or decline of the current aeon. So faith becomes a 
tool for spiritual direction and aeonic energy, dependent on the kind
of energies that the magician wishes to send, Satanist can with 
little or no problem to change the system of beliefs, to another 



tradition (the form) to such and after a long time, as far as he is 
faithful to his satanic spirit and guided by gnosis of the black 
flame.

Another important part of aeonic work, facilitating the approximation
the onset of the eternal aeon of chaos, is to create new forms of 
spiritual, harmony with the dark and chaotic energies under will 
Satanist. Unlike systems light religions, in their entirety represent
stagnation and lack of inner essence, Satanist must create magical, 
religious, philosophical and sometimes political forms that will be 
consistent with the Satanic will and will therefore be dynamic, 
revolutionary, evolutionary, dark, filled with the essence, 
dismissive and carry chaos.

Among other things, this can be accomplished through the creation of 
a synthesis between Aeonic dark ancient traditions, when a Satanist 
finds in them something that will be relevant to the modern anti-
Judeo-Christian aeonic strategy.

A Satanist can also try to create a completely new and unique a 
belief system that has few obvious links with the pre-existing 
traditions or is formless, that is located outside of any forms, with
wordless appeal to the forces and silent formula. It is important to 
note that the greatest importance has the will to creation of forms, 
giving suspensive form of power and essence. The stronger the will of
the Satanist, the stronger will be the shape of the desired direction
dark, aeonic energies. That's why a strong and conscious will of the 
Satanist has a higher weight than the will of the weak and stagnant 
masses. Therefore, only a minority belong to the satanic elite, and 
has the ability to resist the energies of the distortion of the 
current Aeon, form, guide them and act as a gateway to the living 
energies that approximate the infinite Dark Aeon. Like a drop of 
poison can poison hundreds of liters of water.

Another method used to implement aeonic acausal energies  is to 
create a physical "gate" or point of focus that promotes 
concentration, enhance and spread the evil energies that Satanist 
wishes to send to the causal plane.



These physical gate can be individuals or entire groups of people, 
and also all the ritual places used regularly by Satanists for many 
years. Acting as the focal point of dark rituals to the Undead, these
places and people can be converted to physical and living gate 
leading to a multidimensional acausal chaos.

Rituals / forms used to create and open the gates of the physical, 
should be in harmony with the dark aeon, and the individual or group 
of people should be sufficiently sensitive to the chaotic energies, 
and free from ancient space shackles eon to act as a live gate. For 
example, Adolf Hitler, without knowing it, has been the focus point 
of many Satanic and black magic orders, to use it for bringing 
changes, wars, development, and chaos in the world. Therefore, 
considerable interest to all Satanists is strategic search of elect 
politicians who in the future would be aeonic suitable candidates for
their subsequent use as a point

In the case of Adolf Hitler, it is his personality and his mental 
ability made him a suitable candidate, and not the political form, 
likewise the Swastika, is a symbol of the Third Reich, and is one of 
Satan's symbols common in the similar form. Left-hand and turned 
against clockwise sun cross symbolizes the inversion of the Magian, 
and a return to chaos. This symbol is not directly related to the 
political ideology of National Socialism, but was used by black 
magicians to communicate with Hitler in order to increase control, 
and the German people. Therefore, the creation and filling of the 
power and potential of new aeonic Character is an important part of 
the work of Satan, which facilitates the direction dark acausal 
energies.

That is why the Satanist must use the symbol of the coming of the 
Dark Aeon in his magical work, and in the decoration of his church, 
instead of use of the old obsolete or Magian archetype that can not 
blend in with the aeonic contemporary work. Music can also play an 
important role in aeonic work and the mood is capable of transmitting
voice and feeling in harmony with the dark aeon and adequately embody
the new forms required. So Satanists can bring a dark grain in the 
consciousness / subconscious listeners and make them more susceptible
to the acausal or energies of the current or next Aeon. It is only in



the fertile soil can we germinate the seeds of knowledge and bloom 
chaos. Therefore, the Satanist, based on the choice of aeonic 
strategy should be carefully select one or more individuals, in which
it can act with or by acausal energies.

Und Sturm, brich los!
Primarily Satanism is a way of living. The philosophy of the Satanist
is based upon a way of life that is different and more joyful than 
any other way of life. Indeed it is a superior way of living. One 



involving triumph of sheer individual will over oneself, one’s 
surroundings and ultimately the fulfillment of one’s unique Satanic 
destiny. Transcending one’s humanity to become as they who are beyond
the abyss are.

A Satanist is primarily a man of action. Not that of the 
intellectual, thinker, academic, philosopher, etc. Primarily Satanism
is about deeds not words. Words sometimes follows but these are only 
a tool. They live a Satanic life. They don’t have to talk about it. 
By their actions, deeds and life itself. One strong action is worth a
thousand words. Only the minority can live Satanically most are 
suited to the comforts of slavery. A Satanist can and will be in real
life what others only dream of, read about in books or watch on 
screen in films. A Satanist is that 0.01% person who inspires in 
others a sort of envy, admiration, awe, fear and respect.

With Satan as our ideal we are also the bringers of wisdom, 
revolution and liberation. Most often than not the sort of wisdom and
knowledge offered by a Satanist is forbidden, and Faustian in nature.
It is not exoteric but esoteric. Hidden and secretive. We also stand 
to help and aid those with our character to become as we are: the 
true elites. And offer them liberation from the status quo and 
slavery of religion, morals, laws, and other limits placed upon the 
individual by the tyrannical state. Whilst most people sleep we are 
awake and awakened to the truth unlike most who find comfort in lies 
and illusions.

A Satanist recognizes that our current society is nothing more than 
the banding together of the weak creating laws and rules to protect 
themselves from our wrath. And that it is our birth right to rule 
over the weak masses as the true aristocracy. Our way is not for the 
majority who are as slaves. Too blind to see the light of Lucifer. A 
Satanist is society’s enemy number one. The only law of a Satanist is
his own individual will and any transgressions should be punished. 
Only through terror can the strong make themselves heard above the 
brayingasses of the masses. For it is he who is most enlightened 
which casts the darkest shadow. And thus seen by the Nazarene-Magian 
trash breed of human as the unenlightened bringer of darkness.



In the moral sense a Satanist is beyond good and evil. Recognizes 
morality as a human invention and concept. Not as universal. They 
follow their own individual moral code and live by their own laws. 
They refused to be restrained or enslaved by the chains of the status
quo. In the Nietzschean sense they are amoral. Beyond morality. Only 
individual judgement is applied. Not that of some moral code that is 
more suited to Nazareny or such things as Wicca’s “and it harms 
none”.

A Satanist engages in combat and war. Finding glory in battle. 
Whereas most die old and sick and frail the Satanist aims to die a 
glorious death. And lives each day as it could be his last on Earth. 
Conquest is never done. They strive forever onwards to more and more.
Unlike most people they recognize they have a unique and special 
destiny to fulfill and live to fulfill it.

They recognize their own limits and seek to break them or go beyond 
their own limits. Whether this be subconscious lingering of Nazarene 
morals or anything else that is a spiritual, physical, emotional or 
otherwise limitation or weakness. They are humble enough to recognize
their weaknesses but do not engage in the decadence of self-pity 
instead aiming to break all weaknesses. As pain is merely weakness 
leaving the body.

By fearlessly entering the dark and living as Satan himself one comes
elevated to the position of knowing Satan. The Dark Gods do not come 
to those who live a weak, soft and materialistic life. They come to 
those who live as they live. First one should learn to endure fatigue
and hardship. Second the schools of privation, poverty, and trauma. 
Enduring trials, ordeals and facing your own mortality is part and 
parcel of this. So are periods where you naturally will become 
traumatized. But the strong survive and the weak perish. Good 
riddance to the weak. The things which do not kill us will only 
hardened us and is via becoming the most hardened will you stand 
closest to Satan. Mercy and pity upon others will lead you astray 
instead you should be as hard as krupp steel. Swift and ruthless with
your enemies. Anyone or anything that stands in your way should be 
destroyed without mercy or delay. Anything which seeks to hinder your
path must be dealt with in said fashion.



Although other brands and flavors of Satanism exists. What we offer 
is one that is a step above any others. Which are either too weak and
soft or too degenerate and de-evolutionary to be useful. This 
portrait we paint of a Satanist is far beyond the typical Nazarene 
image of a Devil Worshiper with deranged sexual practices who 
consumes human flesh and blood. And beyond the image of a Satanist as
a mere black magickian or occultist who engages in rituals, armchair 
philosophy and nothing more such as the pseudo-Satanist. It is a 
balanced and holistic approach that is superior, harder and tougher 
than anything else offered up by those forms. Only this form of 
Satanism is evolutionary beneficial and properly balanced.

New to Satanism?

Q. What is Satanism?



Satanism is primarily a quest for self-excellence that is mostly 
solitary. It is dangerous and hard. It involves finding your true 
Satanic self which is primarily hidden. It involves trials and 
ordeals which can often make or break you. It involves going beyond 
limits whether they be moral, legal, social, emotional or physical. 
It involves proud defiance of subservience. It involves sacrifice and
it can indeed involve crime. Satanism is also the means by which we 
can advance humanity to the next evolutionary step. It is elitist and
primarily secretive.

Q. Do you worship the Devil/Satan?

Satanism is not about worshiping anything not even yourself. Satan is
both viewed as an archetype of heresy, lawlessness, evil and chaos as
well as a particular Dark God who is known as a shapeshifter. 
Primarily there is no shape or pictorial image of Satan. Certainly 
not of the horned demon with hooves or as a fallen angel. Shapeless 
chaos is the closest approximation. Satan is our guide and model for 
emulation. Satan’s only law is total lawlessness.

Q. Does Satanism involve child abuse or cannibalism?

It involves neither both are fictional accounts. These sorts of 
conspiracy theories date back to as far as Medieval times. Satanism 
doesn’t involve children at all. Neither as initiates nor as victims.
If someone abuses a child and credits it to Satan or Satanism etc 
they generally reveal a lack of awareness and Satanic insight. Such 
individuals only discredit and smear genuine Satanism.

Q. Does it involve magick and rituals?

In the early stages it can involve this yes but these are just stages
in the early development of the Satanist. Who has in essence much 
bigger fish to fry in due time. That of Internal Magick or the 
alchemical change process, and Aeonics or causing changes in society 
and people over large scales of time.

Dark Night of the Soul



You will experience at some point during the course of your own 
individual Satanic quest or lack of better words a point where you 
feel there is no turning back. A point where upon even when you are 
at your lowest point and suffering that you have come too far to turn
back to normal life. That indeed despite the traumas and tragedies of
your own life that you know no other way of living. There may be many
failed relationships, broken friendships, prison time, facing death 
and many obstacles to overcome.

There is ultimately no way out for you. Even if it as were you 
against the World you would still march on. Even if it were marching 
to your own death. Although there are certainly many pleasures to be 
experienced as a Satanist and the joy and pride of knowing you live 
life on the edge and beyond what most people are capable. Not just in
terms of evil, crime and terror but in terms of life experience 
itself. Satanism is hard not easy and will involve personal 
suffering. Trauma in of and itself is an excellent tool to aid in 
development of character and overall increasing the physical 
manifestation of the death currents.

There are only truly a few, selected individuals which exist that are
Satanists. That is to say real actual Satanists. You have to ask 
yourself is this truly what you want? Eventually you will develop to 
the stage of no turning back. Along the way there will be dilemmas, 
tragedies, and all sorts of other suffering and ordeals. Satanism 
does not necessarily bring happiness.

But it is not incorrect to say at some stage you evolve beyond normal
human emotions. And become more spiritually aware. The more traumas 
you experience the more you will shed your humanity and human 
weakness. For “all that is great is built upon sorrow”. Indeed your 
own sorrow and the sorrows you create. The weak perish and the strong
survive. The weak will always be predominant and eminent for that is 
the mass of humanity. They exist for us as a resource to exploit.The 
end goal becoming evolved beyond humanity and like the Dark Gods 
themselves. If it was an easy task, a safe task and ultimately a 
pleasurable task everyone would do it. Aiding in their physical 
manifestation and the ultimate downfall of all.



That’s how it is. You are as it were a soldier in a war; your own 
war. Marching on to the final omega the final harvest. There is no 
other way for a being like yourself. Your own humanity burned away 
from trials and ordeals. Years spent living on the edge unlike most 
people. Engaging in forbidden fruits. Often times you may be hated or
infamous as a result.

And face coercion from the state to try and force you to be a slave 
like everyone else. You will be unlike everyone else and have to 
pretend to be normal to assume a role as a normal human being. What 
more exists to say? There will be pain and you will have to pay in 
blood; your own blood. Take delight in the suffering in an act of 
Satanic masochism. The glory of pain.

And always remember what does not kill make stronger.



Why Satanism Does Not Involve Child Abuse
Satanism is an adult path primarily concerned with self-excellence 
and self-overcoming. Initiation into the Sinister Tradition is not 
done without consent. It’s the acceptance and union with certain dark
forces that are hidden or unconscious. However, a conscious decision 
is made to begin to walk the path. It’s not forced without consent.

Abusers of pleasure, children or drugs reveal themselves to have a 
particular weakness of character. They are swayed by their 
unconscious desires and controlled by them. They cannot control 
themselves and naturally reveal by this lack of control a weakness of
character.

They cannot begin to understand their dark side so it manifests in 
sickly unnatural ways. They are merely being blown around as if 
caught in a hurricane or storm by their desires. They are not 
concerned with self-mastery, self-excellence or a Faustian quest. 
They are concerned with their own gratification of pleasure solely at
any expense. They have psychiatric problems.

They are very much sick individuals who cannot control themselves. 
Nothing about pedophilia is Satanic. The reason being quite simply 
Satanism is concerned with Nietzschean self-overcoming, excellence, 
forbidden wisdom, and overcoming limits. The pedophile elements take 
this amorality and approach to heresy to try and state that 
pedophilia is both a heresy and evil hence it is Satanic. However, 
that may or may not be there is nothing character building, nothing 
involving evolution upwards and nothing at all useful about 
pedophilia. Certainly it’s nothing to be openly proud of. Abusing 
children is ultimately not a part of the Sevenfold Way, not a part of
the Sinister Tradition and is ultimately un-Satanic.

The myths and conspiracy theories involving Satanic practices by the 
so-called elites of society are just imaginations from those with a 
Nazarene mentality. Or those who wish they could engage in such 
themselves either secretly or openly. Merely at this point it acts as
a suitable smear campaign by the left and anti-fascists against the 
O9A.



A man who abuses a woman reveals himself to be lacking in character. 
Hating, beatingand abusing women sexually or physically isn’t how a 
Satanist would operate. It’s more the ethos of a patriarchal bully 
who being too weak to "bully his bullies" becomes a bully himself.

Taking out his frustrations on women. Again revealing they cannot 
control themselves or their urges when they engage in such acts as 
rape. Likewise beating children is weak and pathetic. Beating or 
harming a victim who cannot fight back or isn’t mentally mature 
enough to formulate and make their own decisions is the actions of a 
weak cowardly individual. An individual who must abuse children and 
women because they cannot take on people their own size basically.

That is to say for the most part women are off-limits especially by 
male Satanists and children are completely and totally fully off-
limits. Viewing children as potential victims or sexual partners 
reveals a sickness of character that is not of our Sinister kin. 
Abuse and sexual abuse of women for no other reason but sport or 
pleasure as well is likewise sick and weak.

The actions of an insecure male who takes out his aggression on 
innocent victims. Evil is to indeed go beyond due limits. Sickness 
and weakness is to engage in fetishist acts of abuse for sport either
because they cannot control themselves or because they are not 
ultimately strong enough to fight anyone but women and children.

So once and for all. Child abuse and abuse of random women for sport 
or pleasure are both un-Satanic and actions befitting sickly weak 
individuals who cannot face their own problems or deal with them like
an adult or are too physically weak to fight anyone but children and 
women.



Dialectic
Primarily that is why we are unconcerned with if we are popular, 
acknowledged, have followers, etc. That is also why National 
Socialism should be understood as a particular form we are using. The
relevance of it’s morality, ethics, or objectivity is irrelevant. 
Likewise why we also use anarchism as a form.

Blasphemy is used and employed to counter the still manifesting 
Nazarene sickness in society and re-direct the energies that Nazarene
rituals create. While Nazareny is on the decline the slave morality 
of the Nazarene is prevelant in such political forms as Cultural 
Marxism.

Thus the heresy of National Socialism is employed because it stands 
against this sickness. And because on a simple basic level the 
Dialectic is concerned primarily with opposition to whatever the 
status quo is. And currently the status quo is Cultural Marxism. And 
because National Socialism also stands against the debt-usury, greed,
and materialism and degenerate system of capitalism. Unlike the lies 
of the left that National Socialism or fascism is capitalism run 
amuck. It is also employed because it represents the Faustian spirit 
of the Western Aeon.

Which is being distorted at present by the energies of the Magian-
Nazarene and their foot soldiers the mundanes or normals. The 
political form or causal form used is irrelevant as long as it it is 
a) Faustian in spirit, b) calls down the energies of the new aeon 
that of the Galactic Imperium, c) weakens and sickens society via 
it’s degeneracy such that it will lead to it’s disruption, chaos and 
it’s eventual destruction either by crime and/or by pushing society 
into further decline or by causing chaos and disruption and/or is a 
genuine modern heresy.

At present if we were to look at the system as it exists today. Most 
people believe in the need for police, the rule of law, the concept 
of a nation-state and borders, making a living by legal respectable 
means, paying taxes, egalitarianism, and democracy. Anything which is



counter to these is heretical and causes opposition which leads to 
sowing the seeds of chaos and a manifestation or influx of energies 
which are conductive to destroying the old order so that a new darkly
numinous society can be built upon it’s ashes eventually leading to 
the Galactic Imperium and new aeon. With the eventual manifestation 
of the Dark Gods upon the earth.

There is no other possible way for the human race to evolve beyond 
it’s current state and in order for us to explore and colonize the 
regions of outer space and to evolve upwards we must necessarily 
create a new sort of human being. So our system is primarily aimed at
the creation of a new species and new type of human named in 
literature as Homo Sol or Homo Galacticus. Described by Nietzsche as 
the Ubermensch. That is what our training system we offer does.



The Mass of Black Meditation
This ritual is for opening the chakras to darker energies and 
presencing darker energies as well as the other side of the self – 
the shadow self. And is in essence as well a ceremony of honour 
towards the Dark Spiritual Masters, and those who gave their life 
fighting the Yahoudi-Nazarene filth.  

Needed:

A large black Combat Knife

Henbane, Sulfur, Musk, and Alder for incense as well as black popular
and yew

Finely grinded Salvia Divornum leaves which are grinded with 
psychedelic mushrooms containing psilocybin, marijuana or Cannabis 
oil both THC based and CBD based, Kratom or poppy seeds, Coca leaves,
a few drops of Lysergic acid or morning glory seeds, powdered 
amphetamine sufflate or ephedrine plant leaves, and high nicotine 
chewing tobacco. This should either be sufficiently mixed into an 
alcoholic tincture or oil which can be added to wine, kept within the
mouth as is via sublingual administration, or made into tea which is 
chilled and mixed with Port Wine or Absinthe. This beverage is called
Soma and it is our sacred drink or sacred intoxicant. Note: if 
consumed orally remove the Salvia and Nicotine (Nicotine is poisonous
if consumed directly or ingested) and Salvia is not orally active. 
Replace it with a dose of Mescaline (Peyote), and if possible 5-MEO-
DMT or Toad Venom.

The respective doses for this sacrament is as follows:

Sublingual (the “Chaw” or “Chewing Tobacco Version”)

1.5 grams of mushrooms (dried)

6-10 grams of dried leaves or 30-50 fresh leaves of Salvia

2-3 grams of Kratom

3 grams of dried coca leaves

250 mg of LSD

150 mg of Amphetamine Sulfate (or 3 Adderall pills crushed)



88mg per can Nicotine level chewing tobacco

Oral:

1.5 grams of mushrooms

20-50 mg of 5 MEO-DMT

100-200 mg of Mescaline

2-3 grams of Kratom

3 grams of dried coca leaves

250 mg of LSD

150 mg of Amphetamine Sulfate (or 3 Adderall pills crushed)

88mg per can Nicotine level chewing tobacco

The proper preparation can also be bought from your handler or Temple
guide if you seeking to do this ritual. Whereupon it must be filmed. 
All other implements needed can be bought directly as well. Contact 
wulframblack@protonmail.com for details.

You need the flag of the Vinland Nexion to place in the South of your
Ritual Chamber

An altar cloth with the sigil of Shaitan upon it, or the O9A – we are
not O9A however but influenced yes.

A banner or tapestry or large drawing of the sigils of Nythra, Vindex
and Shugara.

A potrait or painting or bust of the Dark Goddess Baphomet – Hectate 
or Kali can suffice but are not ideal at all (this should be large at
least 2 feet high)

A potrait or painting which is large (2 feet or more high) of Adolf 
Hitler

Smaller pictures framed of the 9/11 Attack, Osama Bin Laden, ISIS 
members engaged in terror, James Mason, Charles Manson, George 
Lincoln Rockwell, William Pierce, and the Grandmaster of the Vinland 
Nexion and the Black Messiah. As well as the Prophet of Vindex.

mailto:wulframblack@protonmail.com


The Prophet of Vindex, Black Messiah and Grandmaster’s photos are 
placed upon the altar and a small black candle or black tea light is 
lit for all of them. As well as a small tin bowl where you offer 
tobacco via a cigar and amount of beer to the Black Messiah over this
offering place your hand and vibrate Agios o Falcifer. For the 
Grandmaster choose Jack Daniels whiskey and/or coca leaf products and
tobacco – blow 9 rings of smoke upon his photo and 7 upon the photo 
of the Black Messiah via a cigar or pipe. Also marijuana can be used 
for this or crack cocaine. The alcohol or other offerings go in the 
bowl. For the Prophet of Vindex the offering should be Port Wine and 
a single biscuit baked with Cannabis and blood either of an animal 
sacrifice, opfer, or menstrual blood from a Satanic priestess. Over 
the bowl for the Grandmaster place your hand and vibrate NYTHRA 
KTHUNAE SATURN then say AUM SATAN AUM SANCTUS SATANAS SANCTUS SATANAS
VENIRE SATANAS VENIRE AVE SATANAS AVE! For the bowl of the Prophet of
Vindex first intone and vibrate Agios o Atazoth then chant the 
Diabolus and finally vibrate Agios o Baphomet followed by Agios o 
Vindex. 

Next ingest either the tincture you’ve made or place it into the 
cheek and “suck on the juices”. Filling the mouth with salvia and 
holding it in for as long as possible then spitting it into the trash
or what have you. You can then chew it as normal tobacco. Stepping 
back from these first do the Chant to Return Atazoth followed by the 
Chant to Open A Star-Gate. Those who have an iron stomach and the 
desire to obtain more from said chewing will ingest the juices.

As you are chanting visualize space opening with a tear or crack in 
the nightsky with violet blood pouring out as it becomes more vaginal
looking and out of the violet blood forms a Black Dragon of Chaos. 
Whose black eyes as you focus upon them turns into floating Black 
Diamonds with merge into one and descend above the crown of your 
head. A spark erupts from this diamond and follows to your Solar 
Plexus where it is held. It descends from your Third Eye which 
becomes fully open – as you visualize your Third Eye opening vibrate 
Noctulius and then as the Throat Chakra opens vibrate “Om ay-Shaitan 
Tat Sat” for 3 times, then state Om Namo Bhagwate Rudraay and Om 
Namah Shiyavah finally recite the prayer:



Karcharankritam Vaa Kaayjam Karmjam Vaa Shravannayanjam Vaa Maansam 
Vaa Paradham |

Vihitam Vihitam Vaa Sarv Metat Kshamasva Jay Jay Karunaabdhe Shree 
Mahadev Shambho ||

Afterwards say Om Mani Padme Hum. Visualize Shiva’s dance of 
destruction and ingesting the poison ocean in his throat and spin 
counter-sunwise vibrating Shugara for seven times on the last 
visualizing the sigil of Shugara in red on black background.

And as it descends into the heart vibrate “Om Lilitu Om Om Kreem 
Kalikayai” visualize Kali dancing upon Shiva’s body with a 
decapitated head in her hands. Feel Kali’s energy as the creator of 
the Cosmos and originator of all and also the energy of Durga (the 
Earth) and that of the ghastly such as graveyards and death. Spin 
counter-sunwise vibrating Agios o Aosoth.

As it descends into the Solar Plexus invoke the Sun via repetition of
Karu Samsu until a state of trance occurs. You should grow in trance 
to a state of ecstasy. Then state Ga Wath Am loudly!

Slowly undress your upper body such that you have just pants and 
carve an inverted pentagram upon the area of the Solar Plexus or 
brand a metal in the shape of the inverted pentagram upon it. If you 
cannot do this while weakened you can symbolically trace it with ash 
or the knife without making an incision or burning.

Now put on via speakers or music the Dies Irae theme from The Shining
ie the main title theme.

Vibrate the Diabolus

Now burn Sulfur until the smoke becomes almost choking

Visualize the smoke turning into black flames and within the flames 
you see a black figure with red eyes.

State Binan Ath!

Inhale deeply and hold your breath taking the Horse Stance of Martial
Arts.

Pause for 4 seconds



Visualize the flames turning into a energy or air and entering into 
the inverted pentagram on the Solar Plexus.

Exhale visualizing the breathe as fiery or smoke.

Pause for 4 seconds

Extinguish the candles and all light sources.

Place a strobe light in the area or black light and play harsh 
electronic music of Division Omega or Gulag or The Mutilator. In 
tandem play the Dies Irae theme from The Shining. The Total War 
speech by Goebbels. And the Self-Immolation rite.

As well as project the sigils of the Dark Gods on the Wall or 
visualize them.

Take a Cat o 13 tails and begin to whip your back whilst 
chanting/vibrating the Diabolus – 88 times total.

Now burn the incense of Musk and Alder

Vibrate “Nythra Shugara Aosoth” the sigils of these Dark Gods should 
be visualized or upon a banner to see.

Administer a further 88 lashes

After 88 lashes are administered burn incense of Henbane and vibrate 
Agios o Vindex then state Vindex est Venturas. Then Aperiatur stella 
et germinet Atazoth.

Finally cease the ritual. Focus upon the breathing: inhale for 4 
seconds, pause and hold it for 4, exhale for 4 seconds, pause and 
hold for 4 etc until sufficiently relaxed. All the while visualizing 
the tendrils of Atazoth as a gigantic horrific Tree similar to 
Yggdrasil connecting to your flesh and pumping you full of Sinister 
acausal energy and you feeding it with your prana or lifeforce or 
blood essence. Time this for 45 minutes and you may take a seat in 
the Lotus position. If you wish you may say “Om Tat Sat ay-Shaitan 
germinet Atazoth Om Mani Padme Hum Om Namo Narayana Om Namo Bhagavata
Vasudeva Om” or simply Om Tat Sat or Om Satan Om.



Once finished stand up and undress, state “It is over” and bathe in 
epsom salt water. Apply Namman Muay Thai Oil or Green Oil upon the 
back.



Reading List
These books you are to find or buy yourself and read fully:

First, Blitzkrieg from the Order of the Sinister Moon. As well as 
perform if possible with your magickal partner the Black Moon and 
Lilith Worship rituals.

The MSS to find are as follows:

We the Drecc

Notes on Atazoth (2014)

Requisite O9A

An unofficial but still written by the O9A MSS called Liber Noxifer: 
An Alchemical Treatise

Baeldraca

Diablerie: Relevations of a Satanist

Iron Gates

Rape: An Anthology of Sodomy

Sinister Constitution of WSA 352

Liber Azerate

Liber Falxifer Vol II

A Sinister Sport

Eulilia: Dark Daughter of Baphomet

Original Naos

Anything by the Tempel ov Blood or Drakon Covenant

Liber 333

Bhagavad-gita

Ian Brady: Serial Killing and it’s Analysis

Mein Kampf

On the Genealogy of Morals by Nietzsche



The Antichrist by Nietzsche

Beyond Good & Evil by Nietzsche

Thus Spake Zarathustra by Nietzsche

Turner Diaries

Hunter

Fame of a Dead Man’s Deeds

Campaign in Russia

Storm of Steel

A Clockwork Orange

Hysteron Proteron

Hostia I-III

Fenrir (the old editions and new)

Black Book of Satan

Qu’ran

The Holy Bible

Tibetan Book of the Dead

Book of Five Rings

Sun and Steel

Ride the Tiger by Julius Evola

Revolt Against the Modern World

Any work by Oswald Mosley

6 Million Myth

Any work or works by David Irving

Talmud

Torah

Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion

Kill Without Joy



Bas Rutten’s Big Book of Combat Vol I and II

LaVey’s Satanic Bible

On Being and Time by Hegel

Works of Carl Jung or an Introduction to Jung

Antigone and Tractates translated by David Myatt

Numinous Way Philosophy, Reichsfolk, Islamic and all NS works by 
David Myatt

Vindex: Destiny of the West

Lightning and the Sun

O9A Corpus Entire thing old, new and whatever else

Illiad

Goethe’s Faust

Odyssey

Agnegmon

Plato’s Republic

Communist Manifesto

Catechism of the Revolutionary

Kaligeri Plan

Guerilla Warfare by Che

Might is Right

On the Origin of Species

Also you are expected to study the following topics: (minimum)

Basic Chemistry up to the point of Organic Chemistry

Calculus I 

Newtonian Physics

Acausal Physics and the Acausal as well as Star Game



Darwinian Evolution

Learn encryption, Tor, VPN, etc. As well as basic hacking attacks and
scripts. And to navigate the Dark Web.

Learn Python, Scala, Scheme, Haskell, and C/C++ programming or pick 
at least one to learn.

History as much as possible – especially revisionist history about 
WWII

Military and CIA manuals as well as police manuals and legal booklets

Psychology, Body Language, Deception, etc.

We are building a new species that is mentally, physically and 
otherwise superior. You cannot be a dumb fuck low IQ moron and expect
to walk with us or talk with us as equals.



Requirements for Adeptship By Us
1. You’ve read the entire O9A Corpus

2. You’ve lived as a Holocaust Denier for 1-2 years.

3. You’ve lived as a National Socialist for 1-2 years.

4. You’ve lived as your enemy without becoming one ie Nazarene, 
Communist, Zionist, etc. For 1-2 years.

5. You’ve studied and practised Nietzschean philosophy.

6. You’ve studied and built both versions of the Star Game.

7. You’ve studied Naos, Hysteron Proteron, the Requisite O9A, and 
nearly the whole O9A corpus – again I emphasize this.

8. You know the Code of the New Aeon and 21 Satanic Points and live 
by them.

9. You have created art, writings, and musick to embody or carry on 
our tradition.

10. You’ve practised External, Internal, and Aeonic Magick.

11. You’ve undertaken numerous Personal and Aeonic Insight Roles and 
continue to do so all are 1 to 2 years in length.

12. You’ve lived in the woods bereft of contact for 3-6 months.

13. You’ve ran a Satanic Temple or Dreccian Gang and undertaken a 
Culling or Ceremony of Recalling.

14. You know and understand: within time, against time, above time 
and outside of time.

15. You know and understand alchemy, astrology, Tree of Wyrde, 
psychology or the mind, and magick/sorcery/empathy/etc. From the 
Sinister Tradition’s point of view.

16. You’ve lived both Sinister and Numinous gone beyond both.

17. You are guiding or guiding pupils.

18. You’ve undertaken physical ordeals such as running 100 miles in 
under 24 hours.



Physical Ordeals for Noble Ladies & Sinister 
Gentlemen

1) Run 100 miles:

a) Bronze – under 48 hours

b) Silver – under 36 hours

c) Gold – under 24 hours

Numerous plans and books exist for this. You will be required to 
track your progress and 24 hour run on your phone to prove this to 
us. Working up to this are the 5km in under 25 mins, 10 km in under a
hour, half marathon in under 2 hours and the 50km (not marathon) in 
under 4 hours. For women you are allowed an extra 30-60 mins leniency
on these tests but not for the ordeal itself.

2) Hike 80 miles into the woods, sleep there and undertake our 
outdoors rituals with 45 lbs as a man or 25 lbs as a woman and a 15 
lbs dumbbell, rifle, or sledgehammer and a tactical vest. In military
darb with sufficient water (2-4 L), and food (6 meals at least). 
Using a map and compass and GPS when lost. You should arrive at a 
mound or hill near a lake. No cellphones allowed for this or watches.
You merely have to start from sunrise on the morning of a new moon 
and are timed for two sunsets upon the final one you are to begin 
hiking back in the darkness with zero light besides a headlamp for 
emergencies if failed or camp and repeat the process less 
effectively.

Once 80 miles is reached you are to set up camp near a lake with a 
hill or mound in view. Or a large river. Bathe. And meditate upon the
Self or the Soul and focus entirely upon the breathing. The Soul and 
the aspect of God within and God without. As it falls to Night you 
should undertake a Darth Pathworking for a Particular Entity you 
identify with or want to learn more about. Going without sleep and 
after the invocation to meditate upon the particular Dark Immortal 
and it’s relation to you, Nature, the Cosmos, and the Cosmic Being. 
As well as upon Satan himself and Atazoth as well as Baphomet. As you



meditate you are only allowed breaks to either play the Sinister 
Tarot or Star Game only to help the mind realign again.

You are to plant a quartz sphere or tetrahedron in the side of the 
hill and to use this hill again for all Ceremonial or Sex Magick 
workings.

Upon the end of all rituals and your quest to undertake the ritual of
Internal Adept you can retrieve it to take with you or gift it to 
another. Or leave it to remain.

But it must remain there for those times or not.

All depends really.

Preferably the Quartz crystal would be embedded in the skull of a 
former opfer and kept as a Temple artefact passed down from adept to 
adept or master to adept.

3) Physical standards (to be accomplished before the title of 
Internal Adept):

24+ pull ups or chin ups in a row, 12+ for women

100+ push ups in a row, 50+ for women

1000+ crunches in a row

500+ bodyweight squats in a row

350 lbs bench press, 225 for women

600 lbs barbell squat, 315 lbs for women

800 lbs deadlift, 405 lbs for women

1.5 miles in under 6 minutes

3 miles in under 24 minutes

15 km run with a 25 lbs vest or backpack in combat boots in under 1 
hour and 30 minutes

OR sufficient physical ordeals based on bodyweight exercises, 
weightlifting, long distance running, and short distance runs. That 
is considered Advanced or Elite compared to the General Population. 
Minimally Intermediate.



The Sinistar-7 Syndicate Manifesto
The Sinistar-7 Syndicate could be considered a tribe or klan of 
Sinister-Numinous Baeldracians who are also cyberpunk types. We have 
a real focus on anarchy particularly in the electronic domain. Via 
creating wealth for ourselves from Cryptocurrency, Darknet Markets, 
and running all sorts of criminal enterprises online. Openly, we 
can’t say who or what we are.

And we also seek to operate offline and operate both drug trafficking
and prostitution enterprises. The street-level aspect is needed to 
provide our suppliers and prove our loyalty. Anyone can sit on their 
ass and make a Darknet Market. Not many can actually point a gun at 
someone and rob them. Or slang cocaine or pimp girls out. We do this 
all ethically however and with a code of honour that bonds us 
together.



Criticism of Modern Satanism
To be evil means to go beyond limits to transgress society, morals, 
laws, etc. yet today Satanism has come to mean carnal indulgence of 
pleasures and greed as well as being a sly sort of merchant type of 
person. Or otherwise like the Satanic Temple is some sort of Human 
Rights philosophy under the guise of Satanism. Or is some bullshit 
misanthropic anti-humanist black metal garbage with some genuine 
esoteric insights but not many such as the MLO.

Why is obeying all the rules, laws, and morals Satanic?

Satan is the archetype of rebellion, an outlaw, a heretic, a 
trespasser and opposed to Judeo-Christianity so why do you paint him 
as some cuddly teddy bear who wouldn’t hurt a fly and goes around 
picking posies and daisies for people?

True Satan wouldn’t care if someone is homosexual because 
homosexuality is opposed to the Nazarene doctrines of sex. Yet 
homosexuality is not a genuine heresy or anything else -- its just a 
sexual orientation that people shove in your face nowadays as if we 
find it appealing or care. Look be as gay or trans as you want just 
don’t shove it in my face everywhere I go.

Men kissing or holding hands don’t bother me could care less. But 
public nudity, and other elements of this subculture which isn’t 
associated with homosexuality but just sheer eccentricity or mental 
illnesses are hard to swallow. Why do we need Drag Queens reading to 
kids again?

Likewise if someone is trans who the hell cares. But how can they can
be 64 different genders?

Anyways who gives a damn either way. The real point here is no one 
can make moral statements or rules for Satanism or Satanists.

Get it?

No rules no laws no limits.

Obeying the law, following Judeo-Christian slave morality, having a 
herd mentality and group-think isn’t Satanic. Nor is concern for 
Human Rights and Social Justice ultimately Satanic -- it’s political 



and politically left-leaning. Why must you be forced to be far-left 
or left-leaning at all to be a Satanist? I thought Satanism was about
breaking the rules not following them. Being a heretic not fitting in
with the herd or crowd.

Nor is Satanism some sort of neo-con right wing bullshit either. Fuck
FOX News and everyone on it. They only care about free speech and 
freedom of expression and religion when it benefits them. They are 
bible thumping anti-science de-evolutionary white trailer park trash 
breeds.

Satanism is a Nietzschean anarchic philosophy and way of life that 
doesn’t have an authority figure and is a sub-culture than a 
religion. Shouldn’t be seen as some horror movie style devil worship 
bullshit, edgy atheism, far left activism and human rights activism 
and social justice etc, or Neo-Nazi somehow.

Its more Pagan and Buddhist in ethos.



Esoteric Aspects of Sufi Islam & Satanism
The “Azathoth”of Lovecraft is something which should be seen as 
deriving from perhaps an actual Necrononicom of sorts or actually 
Arabian or more technically Persian Alchemists in Pre-Islamic post-
Sumerian civilizations. And perhaps embodied a bit in the Islamic 
Golden Age in the Middle East.

Azathoth means a blind idiot God who is dreaming the dream which is 
reality itself and when he awakens it ends. Firstly, this is similar 
to the Hindu concept of the Cosmic version of Visnu whose sleeping 
and infinite universes emanate from his pores. While he sleeps. And 
eventually this illusion itself ends as does the entire Cosmos for it
to repeat all again. Something of the other. Hinduism is open ended 
there are numerous sects who all disagree on the same basic 
principles. Only Hindu texts I recommend is the Bhagavad-gita and 
Ramayana. Rest are too convoluted and de-evolutionary in my eyes. 
Except some things from Tantra, meditation and Yoga. Buddhism did 
Hinduism better in essence and better still is Daoism.

This may be a misspelling of Atazoth who in some heretical Sufi sects
is identified as Allah. And Atazoth was one of the main Gods of the 
Pre-Islamic Pagans. He is also identified in some sense as the main 
God of the Sumerians or the Chaos-God of the Sumerians. Apsu. 

Apsu being the primordial chaos God similar to those same primordial 
Gods of the Greeks, Romans, Nords, Druyds, and Hindus. As well as the
Egyptian Nu which is very similar for example. From the union of 
Tiamat and Apsu came the Gods who would slay them and from Tiamat 
would come Eleven “Dark Gods” opposed to those who slayed their 
father then mother respectively. One can read further in En ma_Eli . ū š
Which was a huge influence as well as Gnosticism and the O9A on the 
MLO which unfortunately used bullshit anti-cosmic doctrines and 
misanthropic which blew up in their face.

In our tradition the Earth-bound representation of Atazoth is Satan 
or ay-Shaitan who is formless but a shapeshifter in that he takes on 
the forms of National Socialism, Holocaust Denial, crime, 
lawlessness, transgression, terror, violence, rape even sometimes, 
and Jihadist Islam and is an adversary towards the Yahoudi-Nazarene. 



And the way we come close to Satan is to become or be like him. After
this stage we can become as a God ourselves via recognizing Atazoth 
via the flow of Azoth due to the alchemical change process. Seeing 
God both within and without ourselves. Knowing our true self and 
creating the Sinister changeling within that we initially create via 
emulating Satan, then we recognize and merge with, then we separate 
from and finally transcend.

That is to say we consciously engage the unconscious shadow self via 
crime, terror, violence, heresy, self-overcoming, master morality, 
etc. And then the shadow self slowly becomes more and more conscious 
until our old self becomes unconscious or left behind. So then we 
flow from that back to our old self until these two merge then 
separate then are transcended. Consciously making the unconscious 
conscious then making the consciousness of the old self unconscious 
and then reflecting this image of the two opposites to each other 
where they meet and merge and we go beyond both. Neither good nor 
evil. Nor enslaved to any causal abstraction.

We are indeed Left-hand path or Dark Sufis here because we owe much 
of our origins of alchemy or al-khemy to the Islamicists and Pagans 
of Persia upon whose religion Islam was based. Some say Sufi is 
merely the Upanishads meets Islam. Wrong.

It is Mysticism.

Sufis know to abandon the Ego to find the True Self and that finding 
the Soul or God within is how you know the Lord (Allah) who is 
Atazoth who is the Cosmic form of Shaitan who is the Cosmic Being and
who is GOD ALMIGHTY. Perhaps not omnipotent but far more powerful 
than any of his offspring and wedded to Tiamat who may indeed be 
Baphomet.

Looking at Mars and Venus we have Dagon and Darkat (or Lilitu) two 
weaker forms of these or perhaps those in different aspects. The 
Shiva/Kali opposites. The Anima/Animus. Creative feminine and 
destructive masculine and destructive feminine and creative 
masculine. Lilitu was not Jewish but is a Sumerian Succubus and 
perhaps daughter of Tiamat (Baphomet) who is one of Satan’s 



concubines. Dagon being perhaps a war-like or destroying aspect of 
Satanic wrath or more esoterically:

Dagon should not be misunderstood to be the Hebrew deity from the 
Bible or their misrepresentation of such. But Baal-Dagon or Baal 
himself. A God of fertility, harvest, and storms.

In the Levant he was associated with Astarte, goddess of love, 
sexuality, and war (associated with the goddess Inanna/Ishtar, among 
others). Even so, Astarte was the most popular deity at Sidon, even 
eclipsing Baal in the number of temples dedicated to her, and is 
equally well represented at Baalbek.

Baal could therefore be the Dark God associated with Mars – ie war, 
destruction and a hideous intrusion accompanied by rotting flesh ie 
Shugara or perhaps be the ghastly aspect of Baal as in the ghastly 
demonic aspects of the similar but not the same Shiva.

Likewise Darkat is Astarte or Ishtar and likewise from there we see 
Lilitu just mean a sort of demon becoming the concept of a Succubus 
and the Biblical Lilith to Jews and succubi etc to Nazarenes. 
Originally Ishtar was a goddess of love as associated with the sphere
of Venus.

Shiva and Kali as forces of the masculine and feminine and as lovers 
themselves are associated with Mars and Venus.

Likewise we find Visnu or Krsna who becomes Kalki or the avatar 
similar to our Dark God Vindex therefore associated with Saturn. More
than likely we could associate Visnu with Jupiter. Likewise Baphomet 
is associated with Jupiter and so is wealth and the Goddess of 
Fortune who is Krsna/Visnu’s eternal consort Radha/Lakashmi.

Visnu depending on incarnation is associated with a different planet.
Visnu and the Vedic society descended from the Rigvedas and before 
that most likely was a continuation of the Sumerian/Babylonian 
civilization that was predominantly not Judaic but Persian. Which 
Veda society was invaded by conquerors from the north the hyperborean
Europeans and then grew into the Hellenic civilization whilst it was 
conquered prior by the black, dark barbarian pre-historic ape-men.

Visnu can be identified as Apsu in many ways.



Note: the Vedic civilization had seven planets but two more not 
relating to Pluto, Neptune or Uranus.

Sun——–Rama: Ram Navami, Chaitra Shukla Navami

Moon——Krishna: Krishna Janmashtami, Shravana Krishna Ashtami

Mars——-Narasimha (Man Lion): Vaishakha Shukla Chaturdashi

Mercury—–Buddha: Vaishakha Purnima (full Moon)

Jupiter——Vamana (Dwarf): Trivikrama, Bhadrapada Shukla Dwadashi

Venus——Parashurama: Vaishakha Shukla Tritiya 

Saturn——Kurma (Tortoise): Vaishakha Purnima (same as Buddha Purnima)

Rahu——-Varaha (Boar): Bhadrapada Shukla Tritiya (day before Ganesh 
Chaturthi)

Rahu, the North node of the Moon, is also considered a planet in 
Vedic Astrology. Astronomically it is not a planet, however, due to 
its major impact on human's life, it is considered as a planet in 
astrology. The tail of dragon, Ketu, is known as south node of the 
planet Moon.

So again we see the Dragon mythology and alchemical symbol of it 
consuming it’s tail.



The Pagan Ethos, Anarchic & Nietzschean 
Philosophy Behind Satanism

Satanism is Anarchic because Anarchism is derived from the Greek word
which means “without authority” or “without archons (rulers”. So 
there is no set ideology, philosophy, system, moral code, ethical 
code, authority figures or figureheads who say what and what is not 
Satanism and no dark mandate or infernal mandate. Satanism is also 
fascist or National-Socialist because it follows initially the same 
sort of “way of thinking” – that based upon honour, nobility, the 
Faustian/Promethean spirit of the West, opposition to Judeo-
Christianity and “God’s chosen Peoples”, and is Nietzschean both for 
the individual and the society. The true political form of Satanism 
is Ethical Non-Racist National-Socialism of Reichsfolk or a similar 
Anarchofascist doctrine.

Satanism is Pagan because it predates Judeo-Christianity and the root
word of Satan or “adversary” is not Hebrew in origin but originates 
in Phoenician pre-Hellenic civilization and language. Satanism is in 
essence Sumerian or Babylonian or more accurately Persian in origin. 
And also had a separate origin in the Germanic-Nordic Pagan tribes 
with concepts such as the Baeldraca, Baleful One, Horned God, etc. 
Even on the surface one could say Loki is basically “Satan” of the 
Nords. Dionysius and Apollo are very Satanic figures of Hellenic 
Paganism.

The surface level of Satan being an angel who rebelled against God 
then manifested as a serpent upon the tree of knowledge who gave Eve 
it’s fruit and seduced Eve such that she would birth his son Cain. Is
close to the actual reality but still this Garden of Eden myth is 
Sumerian in origin. Satan gifted the Promethean fire of evolution to 
humanity not against the wishes of some God or demiurge but against 
the wishes of God’s chosen people ie the Jews. For having a Earth 
bound form and being both an archetype and a being of non-being 
himself and having the Cosmic form of Atazoth. Satan is in essence 
God or Allah. A close analogy is Atazoth is Visnu and Satan is Krsna.



Nietzsche’s works “On the Genealogy of Morals”, “The Antichrist” and 
“Beyond Good and Evil” are recommended study for any aspiring 
Satanist.

Due to a rejection of Nazareny initially perhaps due to simple 
rebellion (and as well on some level a rejection of society, and 
everything that is common or the herd or normal) Satanism follows 
master-morality because it is focused on the individual will not that
of pity, compassion, etc. And is heretical and defiant of whatever is
the pre-dominating form in society. And is an adversary of God’s 
chosen People – ie the Jews and also it’s Jewish creations such as 
Nazareny and Marxism both in its economic and cultural form.

If a Satanist decides at some point to commit a crime to gain 
knowledge or experience and heretically defy some law or transgress 
some law then there is no one to tell them that is off-limits or 
forbidden. In fact crime, terror, violence, heresy and transgression 
as well as carnality and indulgence as well as Faustian/Promethean 
knowledge and quests are all Satanic.

Satanism is evil – it is not for babies. It is up to the individual 
Satanist to find their limits then go beyond them. However, it shows 
a lack of responsibility and control to say become a drug addict, 
woman abuser, pedophile, etc or all three. That show of weakness 
marks someone as more often than not a type of prey to the Satanist 
who is opposed to weakness, softness, degeneracy, etc. And is 
aristocratic and honourable as well as noble and beautiful.

All that is ugly, disgusting, sickening, perverted, socially 
acceptable, law and order, religious authority, political authority 
or ideology, that which is heretical or off-limits and transgressive 
the Satanist promotes.

The Campaign against Satanism today accuses it of being Neo-Nazi, 
rapist, paedophilic, having cannibals who eat babies and worship the 
literal Devil. That is merely a laughable Halloween horror movie idea
invented by the Nazarenes and carried out by the Federal Agents of 
the FBI to defame both the far-right and Satanism. And is also 
nothing more than fiction or conspiracy theories which have never 
been verified outside of fundamentalist Christian nonsense books. And



likewise the FBI put a Criminal Informant to task to defame both 
National Socialism and Satanism as pedophile, rapist, etc. Paid said 
individual well over $100k.

Individuals such as those behind the RapeWaffen are either federal 
informants consumed by either greed or fear. Or edgy teenagers 
exploring their dark side by writing or other actions who will 
eventually grow up and abandon such nonsense for real Satanism. Or by
dishonourable cowardly individuals who are psychotic or otherwise 
rotten.

The only way out of this situation at present is to champion forms to
destroy and create the downfall of this system either by proxy, 
indirectly or directly. Infiltrate the same intuitions to spread our 
ideas like a virus.

Anti-capitalist anarchists, Green Anarchists, Ecofascists, fascists, 
Pagans, Muslims, National Socialists, Reichsfolk, Individualist 
Anarchists, White Nationalists, Black Power groups such as the Black 
Panthers and Nation of Islam, traditionalist and militant Asian 
groups such as those based upon Bushido, Drug Cartels, Outlaws, 
Heretics, and those who sicken or weaken society such as drug 
traffickers, prostitutes and pornographers (so it can fall down 
faster) are our allies. Although on the last I will say the War on 
Drugs is like the War on Terror – bullshit. Prostitution and 
pornography exploits men and women and is racist. Primarily we should
use drugs and sex as honeypots to entrap politicians, bankers, CEOs, 
etc and force them to act in a manner beneficial to us or be exposed.



Racial Equality or Racial Inequality: The Objective Reality
The history of the world was primarily a White history which I will 
from now on call either Hyperborean or Western but not Aryan. Aryan 
society has never been before built and nor has the Aryan race been 
created yet. It is also an outdated term with imagery of 
concentration camps, oppression, neo-nazism, etc. And today most 
White people have turned into trailer park trash types full of 
hubris, patriarchal ethos, greed, selfishness and close-mindedness. 
The modern White I identify now as “Sudra”. A sudra is the lowest-
caste in the Vedic system and used to mean slave. Most whites today 
are sudras. Or as they have been called White Hordes of Homo Hubris.

I paint a portrait the modern White is: racist without any sort of 
basis or so full of guilt as to desire their own genocide, slavery or
oppression. They are either white supremacist or self-hating with a 
masochistic sickening desire to eliminate everything that is 
Western/European/etc in origin. And a lack of desire to explore 
history particularly that of the First Zionist War (WWII) and are in 
thrall often by laws and social norms to myths such as the Holocaust,
Zionism, Communism, Egalitarianism – which means if someone is tall 
rather than give a short person a stool to be on level equal to 
rather cut off the tall man’s legs to make him short, democracy which
is an illusion, mob rule and a choice between 2 or 3 political 
parties which all in essence accomplish nothing and serve Corporate 
interests, Media interests, Banker interests and Israeli interests. 
Ironically with a police force which is so ingrained with hate 
against blacks they execute black children almost on sight with a 
resulting half-assed apology. And a military force which is 
Islamophobic and ready, willing and desiring to patriotically die for
Israel but when maimed or scarred are given zero in return of 
compensation. And also sufficiently dumbed down and physically 
undemanding except for Special Forces outfits. 

All of this above along with White Lodge religions such as Wicca, 
Neo-Paganism (not Odinism or Astaru), Christianity and Judaic 
religions and systems form what we can call the System.



The System is patriarchal, capitalist, gluttonous, tyrannical, anti-
white, racist – against more than just whites also Arabs, blacks and 
sometimes Asians mostly they are opposed to the goyim or non-Jews and
only let those gentiles who betray their own interests by design or 
accident in on their cabal, corporate, globalist, urban-focused, 
brainwashing, and psychopathic and follows the greedy sly ethos of 
Might is Right. It is de-evolutionary. And aims to create a sort of 
one world government ruled by the wealthiest slyest individual or a 
cabal of such with the rest of humanity as slaves. You will live in 
the pod, you will eat bugs and you will like it.

Satanism is the only salvation offered to humanity right now. In a 
smear campaign the elites of the System along with their foot 
soldiers of the FBI and traitorous Criminal Informants have made 
Satanism seem Neo-Nazi, paedophilic, misogynist, homophobic, etc. 
Instead of an anarchic Nietzschean philosophy with a Pagan 
Matriarchal ethos that is Western in spirit and Faustian/Promethean. 
So initially someone due to the amorality of Satanism itself may be 
racist or a white supremacist or neo-Nazi but it is not a matter for 
anyone to moralize or ethically decide upon. 

However, Satanism is a beneficial transhumanist philosophy for all of
humanity regardless of race, gender, sexual orientation or class. It 
is evolutionary as a whole for humanity. That is why ultimately 
Nazism and racism are both compatible and incompatible with Satanism.
A more fitting political form is Reichsfolk or Anarchofascism.



The De-Evolutionary Nature of Modern Neo-
Nazism
Modern Neo-Nazism is de-evolutionary for several reasons. Number one 
reason is it still hangs on to the Judeo-Christian conception of the 
world yet opposes Jews. How is this possible? Your personal God is a 
Jew ie Jesus and your Bible in the Old Testament is equivalent to the
Torah and also says Jew’s are God’s Chosen people. And then you argue
oh well Hitler said “I’m a Christian ours is a Christian movement”. 
Supposing it was? Then what about the different religions in the 
Waffen-SS and among NSDAP leaders? What about the concept of Positive
Christianity where they were reforming Christianity? What about 
Hitler’s support of Islam? And they say well it is white supremacist.
No Hitler was not a white supremacist he admired and liked Chinese, 
Japanese, Cambodians, Native Americans, and detested the KKK. 
National Socialism was meant to be evolved and re-created. The old 
school Third Reich National Socialism is dead and over with. It 
failed for a very real reason. If it succeeded it would have grew and
evolved not stagnated.

So the new National Socialists of tomorrow must be: opposed to 
totalitarianism – that is opposed to some Dictator or Leader who 
imposes his ideological system upon others tyrannically. An example 
of such a leader is Joesph Stalin who kicked his pregnant lover into 
having an abortion at one time. Who killed millions. Who had his own 
genocide of Zionists. Who admired Hitler. And yet is still seen as a 
socially acceptable role model to modern leftists! It must be opposed
to genocide, segregation, slavery and colonialism – all originating 
not from the Pagan ideals of our ancestors but the Roman Empire’s 
intolerance state policy of which their state religion was 
Christianity or in essence Jewish. The Romans conquered the world in 
the name of the Jew ultimately. And then the British Empire colonized
it in the name of the Jew. Now America is dominating in the name of 
Israeli state. With the tyrannical European Union and Canada designed
based to the Kaligeri Plan – thankfully not opposed to one of the 
only existing systems opposed to World Jewry today – Islam.



National Socialism today is about white supremacy, some are even 
Zionists, homophobia, transphobia, sexism, misogyny, etc. It is still
caught in the 1940s and become sufficiently Judaize via White 
Nationalism and also invaded by plebeian white trailer park trash of 
the Southern US. Replaced and gone are noble American figures such as
William Pierce and George Lincoln Rockwell who understood the need to
evolve our politics with the time.

The new form created by David Myatt in Ethical Non-Racist National-
Socialism of Reichsfolk was a start and a beautiful start. However, 
evolving this form is the new form of Anarchofascism. Anarchofascism 
is combining Individualist Anarchism, Ecofascism or Deep Ecology, and
Fascism together in one ideology or sub-culture.

The tenets of Anarchofascism should be seen as:

1) Non-racial supremacist. While the individual is allowed to think 
that for example whites are superior they should be reminded of the 
current state of whites, the history of Colonialism, slavery, and 
genocide. And when the individual hates his own race or whiteness 
should be reminded that history was built primarily by Westerners 
with some contributions from Asians and Persian Muslims.

2) Sexually free. Homosexuality, polygamy, transsexualism, and 
bisexuality should be no longer considered issues. The Ancient 
Spartans were known for homosexual practices between soldiers. As 
well Grecian philosophers. An adult should be considered at the age 
of 16. And paedophilia should be not supported or seen as normative. 
It is not an Aryan philosophy. It is the philosophy of sick 
degenerate twisted individuals. Likewise with child abuse and abuse 
of women. Totally the actions of dishonorable cowards and swine.

3) Gender and race seen as abstractions or ideals not reality. 
Emphasis on folk or unified culture. Extending from this idea we 
welcome all races, genders, creeds, religions, and classes into our 
ranks.

4) A common system of honour, empathy and compassion for those who 
identify as Anarchofascists and of our kind.



5) Settling disputes with duels, public debate, or a third party who 
is well respected. Penal reform: exile for crimes, death penalty for 
serious crimes such as rape or murder, or social programs for 
rehabilitation for those with drug and alcohol issues and mental 
illness. Teaching of skills and education for those without it who 
act criminally.

6) A new universal de-centralized encrypted currency inspired by 
Bitcoin or the use of bartering.

7) A new de-centralized anonymous and encrypted peer to peer network 
to replace the internet which is becoming tyrannically anti-free 
speech.

8) Establishment of rural communes of under 500 people in opposition 
to cities. Which are self-policed and non-authoritarian. These 
communes would follow the Satanic way of life ultimately. 
Anarchofascism is the numinous aspect of Satanism and Satanism is the
Sinister aspect of Anarchofascism. If not Satanism then by a religion
such as Buddhism, Daoism, Islam or Paganism.

9) Women as more than wives, homemakers or mothers or sexual objects.
But the very means by which great civilizations as built.

This is just a mere start to what I will expand upon further. 
However, this ideal is far superior to any society which exists 
today.



Anarchofascism: Beyond the Third Reich

National Socialism of any variety was merely just a stage of 
manifesting a Western Aeon civilization one that lost the War to 
Zionist interests. I would argue Adolf Hitler was not a white 
supremacist, that it was not Christian-based but Pagan based or 
becoming Pagan based, misogynistic however and homophobic and 
transphobic, and that the policy of the Third Reich was deporting 
Jews not genocide of them. Upon which they were denied by every 
country they considered so they placed them in Concentration Camps 
like the USA did with Japanese and others and Germans themselves 
during WWI as they were considered enemies of the state. After the 
War most (up to 90% I believe) of the Concentration Camp prisoners 
were back in prison under the USA or USSR. The lice pandemic was a 
condition of war itself and the starvation was a result of food lines
being bombed. No doubt some cruelty and perhaps even murders 
occurred, however, unofficially and there was no state policy of 
execution of Jews. The Holocaust therefore was unofficial and however
many victims it had it was well under the 6-12 million figure.

The problem with Neo-Nazism is most Neo-Nazis are white supremacists,
racists, sexist, and bias towards heterosexuality only. They also 
become extremists and radicalized into Federal run sting operations 
like Atomwaffen Division as a result. And end up supporting any sort 
of degeneracy and form as long as it causes destruction then they 
lose the esoteric meaning behind such things and they become 
misguided and wrapped up in it. And then the cell door slams behind 
them and it’s too late.

Anarchofascism is Individualist Anarchism, combined with Deep Ecology
or Ecofascism, Eugenics, Transhumanism, Nietzschean philosophy and 
Esoteric National-Socialism to create a superior Non-Racist Ethical 
form. However, here we are antinomian but in the sense of being 
beyond good or evil or following master-morality. We have honour, 
empathy and compassion for one another in our tribes, cells, or clans
we form or individuals who practice our way of life.



The esoteric form of Anarchofascism is Satanism in one of three 
forms: a) that following the archetypes of heretics and/or outlaws 
who deny the Holocaust, promote individuals such as Adolf Hitler and 
doctrines such as racial inequality. However, they all follow a code 
of honour based upon Bushido code. And do not harm nor abuse women or
children. They settle disputes amongst themselves with either public 
debate, court, exile or duels. For the abuser of children and women 
once convicted that is to say a rapist or murderer or women or 
children there is the death penalty. Likewise for the murder of a 
comrade for sport or murder or rape for mere sport. One such group 
practicing this form of our Satanic belief is Sinistar-7 Syndicate 
who are not antifascist but anti-neo-nazi and non-racialists. They 
see their race as irrelevant to their folk and their folk is the 
tribal culture their members all follow which is based upon 
Anarchofascism and the esoteric form of Satanism. As well as some 
cues from Islam and cyberpunk. b) that of following the archetype of 
the black mage or dark sorcerer on a Faustian/Promethean quest for 
self-excellence and forbidden knowledge taking along the way students
to guide -- this is primarily the secretive aspect of Sinistar-7 and 
the domain of the Black Wolves of Shaitan as well as the exoteric 
front the Black Sun Society. c) that of following the Numinous Way 
philosophy, Wicca, and Druidism of the Ordo 7 Astrum.

Under this these forms come collectively together to form a chapter 
of a vast international network which is known nationally and 
internationally as the Order of the Sinister Moon and exoterically as
Falcifer-Luciferi 13 which are just two funnels which leads to a very
real pool of darkness being presenced and manifested.

The purpose of this is solely for individual advancement spiritually 
and by advancing individuals the society advances and via society 
advancing human evolution advances and we can become something more 
than human perhaps.  However, there is no revolutionary aspect of our
sub-culture. Because we simply decide after enough time to live in 
the woods on our own self-sufficiently and form our own rural 
communes without the need for the nation-state or law and order etc.

Primarily these rural communes are being built across the globe in 
Europe, America, Japan and China.



The esoteric mythos of Kalki and other entities are kept hidden by 
Masters to Initiates who become Adepts then Masters themselves.

The spiritual guidance provided differs from that traditionally 
offered up.



The Anarchofascism of Sinistar-7 Syndicate

The banner of the S7S will be as follows:

 

The banner of our brand of Anarchofascism is as follows:

Symbols and Sigils of the Sinistar-7 Syndicate

The Totenkampf is our main symbol and the wolfsangel. The totenkampf 
is out of respect for the Waffen-SS who is our model of emulation. 
And the wolfsangel refers to that which was used to hunt predators 



(wolves) in past times. As our primary prey is those predators 
amongst us who hunt humans, children and women or prey upon them 
sexually or abuse them.

This is sort of due to moral reasons but also because no one is going
to miss a dead pedophile and if you go to jail for killing a 
pedophile you are basically a hero and even the cops will secretly 
respect you for doing something they wish they could do themselves.

So our primary victims or opfers are pedophiles, rapists and other 
scum who prey on children and women.

Our Sworn Enemies

Our sworn enemies are: antifascists, Zionists, Communists, the 
Capitalist System, the patriarchy, and Judeo-Christians which we call
Yahoudi-Nazarenes.

There is some question as to whether we associated with the Joy of 
Satan. No, we do not even see such individuals as allies given they 
are Islamophobic. The main religion of the Sinistar-7 Syndicate is 
Islam — in particular Sufi Islam or Sufism. Althought our ethos is 
Pagan and our life philosophy more Nietzschean.

Esoterically we are Baeldracians, Falciferians and Satanists.

Our Code of Honour

We have a code of honour based upon Reichsfolk which goes as follows:

The Reichsfolk Code of Personal Honour

The word of a man or woman of honour is their bond – for when a man 
or woman of honour gives their word (“On my word of honour…”) they 
mean it, since to break one’s word is a dishonourable act. An oath of
loyalty or allegiance to someone, once sworn by a man or woman of 
honour (“I swear by my honour that I shall…”) can only be ended 
either: (i) by the man or woman of honour formally asking the person 
to whom the oath was sworn to release them from that oath, and that 
person agreeing so to release them; or (ii) by the death of the 
person to whom the oath was sworn. Anything else is dishonourable.

A man or woman of honour is prepared to do their honourable duty by 
challenging to a duel anyone who impugns their honour or who makes 



dishonourable accusations against them. Anyone so challenged to a 
duel who, refusing to publicly and unreservedly apologize, refuses 
also to accept such a challenge to a duel for whatever reason, is 
acting dishonourably, and it is right to call such a person a coward 
and to dismiss as untruthful any accusations such a coward has made. 
Honour is only satisfied – for the person so accused – if they 
challenge their accuser to a duel and fight it; the honour of the 
person who so makes such accusations or who so impugns another 
person’s honour, is only satisfied if they either unreservedly 
apologize or accept such a challenge and fights such a duel according
to the etiquette of duelling. A man or woman of honour may also 
challenge to a duel and fight in such a duel, a person who has acted 
dishonourably toward someone whom the man or woman of honour has 
sworn loyalty or allegiance to or whom they honourably champion.

A man or woman of honour always does the duty they have sworn to do, 
however inconvenient it may be and however dangerous, because it is 
honourable to do one’s duty and dishonourable not to do one’s duty. A
man or woman of honour is prepared to die – if necessary by their own
hand – rather than suffer the indignity of having to do anything 
dishonourable. A man or woman of honour can only surrender to or 
admit to defeat by someone who is as dignified and as honourable as 
they themselves are – that is, they can only entrust themselves under
such circumstances to another man or woman of honour who swears to 
treat their defeated enemy with dignity and honour. A man or woman of
honour would prefer to die fighting, or die by their own hand, rather
than subject themselves to the indignity of being defeated by someone
who is not a man or woman of honour. A man or woman of honour treats 
others courteously, regardless of their culture, religion, status, 
and perceived ethnicity, and is only disdainful and contemptuous of 
those who, by their attitude, actions and behaviour, treat they 
themselves with disrespect or try to personally harm them, or who 
treat with disrespect or try to harm those whom the individual man or
woman of honour have personally sworn loyalty to or whom they 
champion.

A man or woman of honour, when called upon to act, or when honour 
bids them act, acts without hesitation provided always that honour is



satisfied. A man or woman of honour, in public, is somewhat reserved 
and controlled and not given to displays of emotion, nor to boasting,
preferring as they do deeds to words.

A man or woman of honour does not lie, once having sworn on oath (“I 
swear on my honour that I shall speak the truth…”) as they do not 
steal from others or cheat others for such conduct is dishonourable. 
A man or woman of honour may use guile or cunning to deceive sworn 
enemies, and sworn enemies only, provided always that they do not 
personally benefit from such guile or cunning and provided always 
that honour is satisfied.

Note: our Code of Honour does not apply to our sworn enemies or prey.
Nor does our law.

Our Law

Our main law is the individual law of judgement but amongst ourselves
we follow the Numinous Law:

The Nine Principles of Numinous Law

Numinous law is the basis of the legal code of an ethical, numinous, 
community: that is, the basis of “law and order” in a society founded
upon the ethic, the morality, of personal honour.

I: The first, and fundamental, principle of Numinous law is that 
there are only honourable and dishonourable deeds, with dishonourable
deeds being the concern of Numinous laws. That is, there is no 
concept of “crime” as “crime” is now understood in modern societies. 
Numinous laws thus define what is dis-honourable.

II: The second principle of Numinous law is that the penalties for 
committing dishonourable deeds should be compensatory, rather than 
punitive, and involve: (1) exile of those found guilty of 
dishonourable conduct; (2) compensation by the guilty person, in 
goods, or money, of the victim of the dishonourable deed, or of the 
family/relatives of the victim. If the person found guilty of having 
committed a dishonourable deed or deeds has little or no goods or 
money then they can give their labour for a specified period.



Imprisonment is reserved for serious deeds of dishonour and should 
never exceed a period of one year, with all those sentenced to 
imprisonment being given the option of exile instead. As an 
alternative to all the foregoing, a penalty of work serving the 
community for a fixed period of not more than six months is 
permissible.

The death penalty is reserved for exceptional cases where the guilt 
of the accused is beyond reasonable doubt and where the dishonourable
deed or deeds done is or are of such a dishonourable kind that the 
life of the individual becomes forfeit, it beingfor a Judge in a 
Numinous Court of Law to decide, after representations from the 
family or relatives of the victim or victims of such a deed or deeds,
whether the case merits such an exception, which such an exception 
disbarring the accused individual from their right to trial by 
combat, except when the relatives of the victim or victims of such a 
deed or deeds demand such a trial by combat with one of them 
nominated to undertake it in lieu of a trial.

Only these types of penalties are permitted by Numinous law, for only
these are honourable, fair and just.

Exile can be of two kinds: Greater Exile, where the person is exiled 
from the homeland for the rest of their life; or Lesser Exile, where 
the person is exiled for a period of three years.

Someone who has been exiled is an outlaw: outside the protection of 
Numinous law.

III: The third principle of Numinous law is that an accusation of 
dishonourable conduct – that is, of someone doing a deed which has 
been defined, in law, as dishonourable – must be made: (a) in person 
by either the victim of such a deed, or by the family/relatives of 
the victim; and (b) in public, in front of several witnesses.

That is, Numinouslaw is concerned only with dishonourable actions 
between individuals: with deeds which are actually done in real life 
and which affect an individual or individuals. Thus, there is not and
can never be, in Numinous law:  (a) any prosecution of a person by 
some “Institution” or Government or officials of these; (b) any 
prosecution for something which has not been committed; (c) any such 



thing as a dishonourable deed committed against some “Institution” or
some “Government”: that is, no such thing as a “crime” against the 
State. For a deed to be a “crime” according to Numinous law, there 
must have been a deed or deeds done by one or more individuals 
against one or more other, named, and known, individuals, with the 
deed or deeds being recognized as dishonourable in nature.

There is thus no such thing as “conspiracy” in Numinous law, just as 
individuals cannot be prosecuted for “intending” to commit a 
dishonourable deed.

What must be proved in a Numinous Court of Law is that the accused 
did do the dishonourable deed they are accused of. An intention to 
commit such a deed is not and never can be contrary to Numinous law.

IV: The fourth principle of Numinous law is that every individual has
the right to defend themselves, their family, and those to whom that 
individual has sworn, before witnesses, an Oath of Loyalty, and the 
right to use, as last and honourable resort, lethal force in such 
defence.

Should an individual or individual be harmed or injured in such 
defence, then it is the right, of that individual to seek redress 
from the individual who has harmed or injured them. Should an 
individual be killed in such defence, then the family/relatives of 
that individual have the right of redress.

This redress consists either of accusing, in public, the person of 
dishonourable conduct, or of a direct challenge to a duel or a trial 
by combat.

V: The fifth principle of Numinous law is that disputes between 
individual – involving injury or any other matter – may be settled 
through either a duel between the individuals involved, or by a trial
by combat between those involved.

That is, it is a fundamental right, and duty, of the individual to be
responsible for themselves, their family, and those given an Oath of 
Loyalty, and to seek, if necessary, personal vengeance and 
satisfaction, through a duel or trial by combat. Justice, for 
Numinous law, is a matter of honour and of being seen to be fair.



What matters, what is important, for Numinous law is the personal 
honour of the individual and the right, and duty, of the individual 
to defend their own honour.  This right and duty cannot be taken away
from the individual by, for example, the State, for that would be 
contrary to Numinous law, a denial of the freedom of the individual 
based as this freedom is on personal honour, and personal 
responsibility to defend that honour.

Numinous law thus accepts that a duel, or a trial by combat, is an 
honourable way of settling disputes between individuals.

In the matter of duels and trial by combat, Numinous law specifies 
that there must be an independent referee, Umpire or judge, at least 
two independent witnesses, and that such duels and trials be 
conducted in an honourable way according to custom. Numinous law 
affirms that should any person be injured or killed in such a duel or
trial by combat then that is their own responsibility. That is, 
Numinous law considers such duels and such combats – when performed 
honourably according to custom – as honourable deeds.

VI: The sixth principle of Numinous law is that anyone publicly 
accused of a dishonourable deed or deeds has a right to either 
challenge the person making the accusation to a duel, or of accepting
a trial in a Numinous Court of Law.

Should the person so making the accusation agree to a duel, then the 
matter is considered settled, according to Numinous law, by the 
outcome of that duel provided it is done in an honourable way.

VII: The seventh principle of Numinous law is that an individual 
accused of any dishonourable deed or deeds, who has accepted a trial 
in a Numinous Court of Law, can either elect to have their case 
heard, in public, with witnesses called, or elect for a public trial 
by combat between the accused and a member or relative of the family 
of the person who has made the accusation.

It is up to the Court to ensure that such a combat is fair: that is, 
that the two combatants are fairly evenly matched in skill and 
physical strength.



If the accused accepts a public Court, then they are bound by the 
verdict of that Court. That is, there is no appeal. Thus, if the 
accused is found guilty, then they must accept exile, or pay whatever
compensation is demanded by the Court. According to Numinous law, 
failure to pay such compensation within the time specified by the 
Court means the immediate exile of the person, with the type of exile
being decided by the Court.

VIII: The eighth principle of Numinous law is that a public trial 
involves an accusation made by one individual against another 
individual before a Jury of twelve honourable individuals, with their
being a presiding Judge. It is the duty of the Jury to judge the case
on the evidence of independent witnesses, and after hearing arguments
from the accused and the person who has brought the charge. The 
accusation must be supported by the evidence of independent 
witnesses: if there is no such evidence, the case is dismissed. It is
the duty of the Judge to pass sentence according to the principles of
Numinous law.

Thus, according to Numinous law, the people who should prosecute a 
case, and who should defend an accusation, are either the two 
individuals involved – accused and accuser – or members/relatives of 
their families. That is, someone accused of some dishonourable deed 
or deeds must either defend themselves in such a Court, or have a 
member/relative of their family do this. The same applies for the 
person bringing or making the accusation: they should if possible 
present their own case, or have a member/relative of their family 
present it.

It is also the duty of the person who believes a dishonourable deed 
has been done to them – or the members/relatives of their family – to
find and accuse the person responsible, if such a person has not been
seen and identified during the deed, and to find any witnesses to the
deed.

Numinous law thus does not accept the absolute necessity of 
“professional lawyers” or “solicitors”, regarding such a necessity as
dishonourable and a negation of the liberty of the individual. All 
the proceedings should be understandable by ordinary people, and 



involve only the direct evidence of witnesses, whether or not a deed 
is dishonourable according to Numinous law, and whether or not such a
deed has been done by the accused.

An independent witness is defined in Numinous law as a person who is 
not a member or relative of either the person accused or of the 
injured party, and who is not bound by an Oath of Allegiance to 
either the accused or the injured party, or to any member of their 
families.

Both the Judge and Jurors at such a trial must also be independent by
the same criteria, with both Judge and Jurors expected to have proved
and be known for their honour by their deeds, their work, their 
service to the community. Judges are chosen for their honourable 
character, their known deeds of honour and their honourable service 
to the community.

IX: The ninth principle of Numinous law is that if a person who has 
suffered a dishonourable deed according to Numinous law has no living
family members or relatives, then it is the duty of an honourable 
person in the community to act on their behalf, and so find and 
accuse the person they believe is responsible if that honourable 
person sees such a deed committed, or sincerely and justly believes 
that a dishonourable deed has been committed.

The person who so begins to act is bound by the rules of Numinous 
law: that is, they must present the case themselves, and can be 
challenged to a duel or a trial by combat by the person they accuse.

This honourable duty of acting on behalf of a person who has no 
living family members or relatives, or whose family members or 
relatives cannot be traced, or who for some honourable reason such as
infirmity or sickness, cannot act on their behalf, may be undertaken 
by a public official appointed to undertake such duties, with this 
official being publicly known for their honour by their deeds, their 
work, their service to and on behalf of the community.

Our Sinister Constitution

It is forthcoming but based upon our former (perhaps) comrades of the
WSA 352’s system.



Vampirism

We practice the Art of Wamphyric Tendril as a necessity and other 
forms of Vampirism. This is to a) protect ourselves from others who 
are advanced as such, b) evolve beyond the ToB and RapeWaffen and be 
sufficiently prepared to engage in combat with them as need be, and 
c) it helps the alchemical change process.

Are you O9A?

No we are not O9A nor National Socialist. We are sort of influenced 
by not directly nor indirectly nor are we a nexion Sinister or 
Numinous nor are we a Dreccian tribe as such. We are simply a 
movement of Cyberpunks who have evolved our own views on things we 
have spent years studying and practicing.

No one who claims to be a member of Sinistar-7 publicly is Sinistar-
7. Likewise anyone who publicly claims to be O9A member is not. 
Because the O9A is not an organization but anarchic nihilistic sub-
culture which is no longer antinomian, criminal, terrorist, violent, 
amoral, National Socialist ethical or otherwise, or Satanic. So there
is no way for anyone to be a member or associate of the O9A. And also
we do not know anyone who is O9A influenced or influenced by the O9A 
etc. Nor have contact with anyone who is O9A or into the O9A.

Joining

You can join the inner or outer Sinistar-7 but our ideas and writings
are free for all to practice or expand upon.

Contact: wulframblack@protonmail.com for more details. His writings 
are at sector88.net which is a sort of Esoteric NS thing or something
or another.

Wulfram Black is the Webmaster of several domains, he is unaffiliated
or associated with us. And does not condone our viewpoints or 
ideology whatever it may or may not be.

Tenets

Compassion, empathy and honour between comrades who can become a) 
friends, b) lovers, c) family members either by blood or extended 



members of said family, and/or d) allies or associates. Either online
or offline nowadays.

A distrust and disregard for the sworn enemy and outsider. We do not 
warmly welcome strangers who approach us regardless of who they claim
to be or say they are or even are reputed to be. It means nothing to 
us. You are simply either a newcomer to our way or an outsider either
case you cannot be trusted until you’ve proven you can by deeds, 
actions and ordeals you undertake as well as your behaviors and 
manners towards our members and your guide.

For a period of 3-6 months you will be a Prospect and then for 1-2 
years a Neonate until you become an Initiate. After that the ranks 
are more militarized but connected to Grade Rituals as well. And 
septenary in structure.

However, any hidden or secret tasks are off-limits until one has made
the rank of External Adept according to the O9A regulations and 
rules.

Most of our doctrine can be found in our magnum opus: The Sinister 
Book of Satan: An Apotheosis of Chaos written by a inner order of our
Syndicate: the Black Wolves of ay-Shaitan.

Honour Towards the Spiritual Masters

We honour 3 hidden individuals: Black Messiah of Falcifer, the High 
Priest or Magus/Magister of the Vinland Nexion, and the Prophet of 
Vindex. As well as Adolf Hitler.

On a lesser scale we show respect towards: Charles Manson, Chloe 
Ortega, Richard Moult, James Mason, William Pierce, Julius Evola, 
Savitri Devi, Friedrich Nietzsche, Osama bin Laden, The (Former) 
Grand Mufi of Jerusalem, George Lincoln Rockwell, Prophet Mohammed 
and Nikolai Tesla.

By lesser we do not mean un-equal. We show equivalent respect but the
3 figures above as well as Adolf Hitler are sort of living 
archetypes. So they have esoteric meaning as well as exoteric. 
However, one is free to honour any of these individuals more than 
either four. In particular we think Richard Moult sometimes does not 
get enough credit where credit is due. So we consider his person in 



high esteem more than the other individuals we list beside him. As 
just a step below the former Grandmaster Anton Long.

Knowing Thy Enemy

You are expected to read and internalize the Protocols of Learned 
Elders of Zion, Rape Anthology, and the Iron Gates. As well as Liber 
333 and the Devil’s Qu’ran. Before reading you must read and study 
Hysteron Proteron by the O9A.

Reading List

Vindex: Destiny of the West and the entire O9A Corpus are on your 
reading list. As well as our Black Wolves publication. Lightning and 
the Sun. Ride the Tiger, Revolt Against the Modern World. 6 Million 
Myth. Campaign in Russia. Storm of Steel. Sun and Steel. Naos 
(included in O9A corpus) but again we stress it. On the Genealogy of 
Morals. Bhagavad-gita. The Qu’ran. The Antichrist. Beyond Good & 
Evil. Catechism of the Revolutionary. Siege by James Mason. Turner 
Diaries. Hunter. Fame of a Dead Man’s Deeds. Antigone translated by 
David Myatt. Numinous Way Philosophy by David Myatt as well. As well 
as A Clockwork Orange, American Psycho and LaVey’s Satanic Bible. And
the first part of Liber Azerate and Liber Falxifer Vol II. And lastly
A Sinister Sport and Eulalia: Dark Daughters of Baphomet.

Skills and Tools

You are to learn at least one programming language, encryption, 
cryptocurrency, VPN, Tor Browser suite, GNU/Linux, computer 
networking, and using the Darknet. And to study hacking scripts, 
tools, programs, and techniques. As well as that of computer viruses.
Recommended as well is to study the Scheme programming language and 
Discrete Mathematics.

Also you are to study Organic Chemistry to the University level, 
Newtonian physics, Vedic and Western astrology, alchemy (in the 
spiritual sense), Jungian psychology, body language, deception, the 
CIA, the police force, the legal system, martial arts, military 
manuals, survivalist and militia manuals, SS handbooks, and that of 
ways of the warrior-monk.



You are to train for and successfully complete a 100 mile run in 
under 24 hours, 80 mile hike with 45-60 lbs in under 24 hours, 350 
lbs bench press for males and 225 lbs for females with an equivalent 
600 lbs squat and 800 lbs deadlift for males and 315 and 405 for 
females, as well as be able to make 24+ good pull ups with 25 lbs or 
more, 100+ push ups in a row with good form, and 1000 crunches with 
good form in a row. At this point you will be a beast of absolute 
prey.

You are to train at a gun range on the following weapons: AR-15, AK-
47, .45 Caliber Pistol, 9mm Pistol, high caliber bolt action rifle, 
Uzi or another submachine and if possible a light machine gun or 50 
caliber machine gun. As well as to study the manufacture of poisons, 
drugs, and improvised explosives and other improvised weapons. As 
well as train with knife fighting and hand to hand combat.

You are to undertake 5 insight roles all back to back. 3 must be 
personal insight roles and the other 2 must be Aeonic insight roles. 
2 personal insight roles then 1 Aeonic then 1 more personal insight 
role and then one more Aeonic insight role.

You are to seek a living being either a) self employed, b) via 
cryptocurrency or Darknet Markets, c) crime, d) university professor 
or researcher, or e) via the armed forces or as a mercenary.

You are to spend 3 months in living abroad in a rogue country such as
Vietnam, China, Russia, Iran or similar.

You are to spend at least one year in monkhood as a Buddhist or Hindu
monk. Celibate, vegetarian, etc.

You are to get into a fight where you win and one where you lose. 
Either in a martial arts or boxing competition or more dangerous as a
bar or street fight.



A Few Thoughts on the Police
Firstly, controversially let me state the Sinistar-7 Syndicate being 
a non-criminal yet criminal enterprise welcomes both outlaw and 
lawman into our folds. For one reason rather than raid, monitor or 
subjugate us you can directly enter our organization and converse 
with initially my person directly about a myriad of issues. And if 
you are willing to listen I can prove many points to you. In either 
case as I am a proponent of human biodiversity I am whilst “fascist” 
non-racist or racially supremacist. And am only opposed to “Jewry” 
insofar as it relates to Zionism and Judaeo-Christianity. I do not 
hate Jews as individuals nor as a group. The wisest amongst the 
serpents so to speak are adept at knowing this and this is what also 
makes me a threat — as it lays bare to the metal their ultimate plan.
I also do deny the Holocaust and see it as unofficial. Any ignoble 
actions towards Jews in Concentration Camps were the result of those 
of a sadistic pretense who acted alone and are as most penal guards 
are: sadists, tyrants and overseers. A psychological experiment in 
the 70s proved that anyone who is a guard over a prisoner becomes in 
a role of oppression in the sadistic and inhumane sense. So I argue 
Concentration Camps as the United States interned the Japanese in 
WWII and interned the Germans in WWI are ignoble and so are the 
misanthropic horrific killing machines known as Gulags.

I think as a Police Officer your duty should be to not upholding some
impersonal tyrannical and often abstract law nor should you become as
a monster yourself in hunting “monsters”. You should seek to enforce 
impersonal justice based upon the principles of the numinous way of 
compassion, empathy and honour — in all your duties that you 
dispatch. And here I speak to you as a former soldier myself. I who 
was primarily in a combat trade — that of Infantryman or Infanteer — 
not mechanized but the light infantry variant whose regiment had a 
focus upon Winter Operations.

Police Officers often embody the abstract ideology of Systemic Racism
whether conscious or unconscious and then arrest neo-nazis or far-
right individuals at protests or riots whilst allowing antifascists 
to engage in violence and terror legally for the most part. And who 
in Europe has allowed Arabic and Pakistani individuals — primarily 



Turkish or Pakistani individuals — the rape and traffick in white 
slavery. When these individuals are identified they are called 
“Asian”. 

I will say to you that Satanic Justice is based upon the Pagan Ethos 
of individual judgement and that of restoring balance or re-paying a 
debt. The German word for “guilt” is derived from the German word for
“debt”. For one whose “debt” is the rape of a woman or child of a 
particular community especially when it is by one who is a stranger 
or outsider or even worse a sworn enemy of that community or tribe 
then there is no other penalty but death for it. They should have a 
fair trial and if found guilty should be executed via one of the 
methods of Pagan execution. And the original means of execution 
should serve a higher purpose than mere human justice or restoration 
of balance. It should be such that said individuals are held captive 
once found guilty and then upon the night of a New Moon when the 
Stars are right in that darkened Sky near some faery mound with black
stales of obsidian underneath. To become not a Gift for the Prince as
this is to understand merely the exoteric version of culling which 
energies often just feed the astral shell of the Eorthe itself — 
therefore feeding Baphomet but not directly. It is far superior to 
perform the Ceremony of Recalling. Therefore eliminating the need for
willing male virgin victims of age 21 or innocent animal life.

These Ceremonies of sex and blood are original Pagan rituals of the 
Druids of Albion. Which were and are matriarchal in ethos contrary to
the male hubris of the patriarchal ethos of might is right as 
embodied by the Yahoudi and their hubrati and the capitalist system 
itself. They should at this point in history be seen as exactly that:
historical and educational — no longer taking place except in purely 
symbolic means as in the rituals of Freemasons where there is an 
imagined not real death and offering etc. 

Sinistar-7 Syndicate as a whole is not engaged in any illicit, 
criminal, terrorist, violent or un-ethical actions. We merely are a 
meres to spread ideas and socialize and associate with one another 
online and primarily offline. There is no property or stage set where
we are in this area or another. No real meeting place or clubhouse. 
Whatever are the actions of one of our members, associates or 



individuals influenced by our ideas are the actions of themselves 
alone. We place no moral or ethical judgement upon it but base our 
own personal judgements not collective judgements upon the results of
said actions to both the individual who engaged in them, the 
potential victim or victims, the effects upon society, Nature, the 
Cosmos and the Aeonic energies overall, and then within the 
conception of our use of compassion, honour and empathy towards our 
kin we make a fair decision or verdict democratically speaking that 
is not words but actions. Although words may precede or be issued 
post said action.

That is to ultimately say the actions of the individual are not 
decided upon by us but the individual themselves. It is similar to 
this: consider a young man who plays a violent video game such as 
Grand Theft Auto, listens to violent rap music and black metal, calls
himself a Satanist, and has numerous sexual perversions. He stumbles 
upon either the O9A or Sinistar-7 or both and on the surface sees the
disinformation campaign by the FBI known as RapeWaffen and 
unfortunately such texts as the Iron Gates written by Joshua Caleb 
Sutter. He comes to think pedophilia, rape, violence, murder, crime 
and terror are all justifiable actions and ones YOU must commit to be
considered a Satanist, O9A or Sinistar-7 etc. He does not consider 
the unconscious forces he is being lead by nor the fact that he is 
under sway of the Jungian shadow-self and not the Persona (one which 
is manufactured or rather he develops via these actions from the 
unconscious a dark Persona). One where he must give into any sort of 
sexual impulse, violent impulse, etc and he thinks and ponders about 
it until he can no longer control himself and then let’s say rapes 
and kills a child. The media get ahold of this and say “yet another 
O9A Nazi Satanist influenced crime by an international terrorist 
network”. Whilst he neglected to read such O9A texts as: Children and
the O9A, Why Satanism Does Not Involve Child Abuse, etc. He 
misunderstood both the exoteric and esoteric meaning behind culling. 
And was moved by darker forces he could not control or get a grip 
upon. He is a failure of the Sinister and a Satanic failure. For both
psychological and Nietzschean as well as evolutionary reasons. Under 
the very tenets he was said to act he was behaving in a way contrary 
too. Yet due to the lack of authority or morality placed upon the 



individual as in conventional religions there is silence for the most
part. Said silence is taken to mean personal or individual or 
collective support and praise for said dishonorable disgusting 
actions.

Consider the reaction then when according to the Guidelines for 
Testing of Opfers this individual met those conditions and 
requirements. That is to say if he was culled or killed it would 
improve humanity and no one would say it was undeserved. A police 
officer who has never heard of the O9A outside of the media on some 
level understands this and enacts an extralegal but ultimately swept 
under the rug vigilante execution of said individual. No guilt is 
felt and it was done impersonally as a necessary act of violence for 
justice. The O9A would praise such an action as would the Sinistar-7.

So you see we are not so different afterall. And once you learn our 
ways, our philosophies, our ideologies and the history hidden from 
you — then you will see with a new vision and clarity. Not only will 
it make you a better police officer but a better person and 
evolutionary ahead of most humans.

At the same time we view the actions of Police who execute black 
children unnecessarily, engage in fighting the “War on Drugs” and 
“War on Terror” as well as the modern day Witchhunt for Nazis. And 
who use sly tactics and deception to ensnare individuals and employ 
Criminal Informants to do so who they then betray publicly. As 
embodying the ethos of the Magian or the sly Shylock or Yahoudi. It 
is a dishonorable way to serve justice. Which should always be done 
impersonally within the balance of compassion, empathy and honour. As
well as an outlook on the social, Natural and Cosmic effects the 
actions of enacting justice will have and that which will be 
unexpected or uncontrollable due to fate or forces of providence.

In other words Constable Niner is a far superior Police Officer to 
Constable Magian. And beneficial to society, evolution, the 
collective whole and embodies the Impersonal Cosmic Will of the 
Universe to enact punishment via karmic debt.



The Heretical Conception of History

The Past 2000 Years have been a reflection of the ethos of the Yahoud
who have manufactured the forms of Zionism, Communism, and 
Christianity. And whether or not they are practicing Talmudic Jews 
they embody the religion of the "tribe" and that is to say Judaism is
a religion of the blood not conversion.

I will quote here several sources from the Talmud itself:

Moed Kattan 17a: If a Jew is tempted to do evil he should go to a 
city where he is not known and do the evilthere.

Penalty for Disobeying Rabbis

Erubin 21b. Whosoever disobeys the rabbis deserves death and will be 
punished by being boiled in hotexcrement in hell.

Hitting a Jew is the same as hitting God

Sanhedrin 58b. If a heathen (gentile) hits a Jew, the gentile must be
killed.

O.K. to Cheat Non-Jews

Sanhedrin 57a . A Jew need not pay a gentile ("Cuthean") the wages 
owed him for work.

Jews Have Superior Legal Status

Baba Kamma 37b. "If an ox of an Israelite gores an ox of a Canaanite 
there is no liability; but if an ox of aCanaanite gores an ox of an 
Israelite...the payment is to be in full."

Jews May Steal from Non-Jews

Baba Mezia 24a . If a Jew finds an object lost by a gentile 
("heathen") it does not have to be returned.(Affirmed also in Baba 
Kamma 113b). Sanhedrin 76a. God will not spare a Jew who "marries his
daughter toan old man or takes a wife for his infant son or returns a
lost article to a Cuthean..."

Jews May Rob and Kill Non-Jews



Sanhedrin 57a . When a Jew murders a gentile ("Cuthean"), there will 
be no death penalty. What a Jewsteals from a gentile he may keep.Baba
Kamma 37b. The gentiles are outside the protection of the law and God
has "exposed their money toIsrael."

Jews May Lie to Non-Jews

Baba Kamma 113a. Jews may use lies ("subterfuges") to circumvent a 
Gentile.

Non-Jewish Children are Sub-Human

Yebamoth 98a. All gentile children are animals. Abodah Zarah 36b. 
Gentile girls are in a state of niddah  (filth) from birth. Abodah 
Zarah 22a-22b . Gentiles prefer sex with cows.

Sanhedrin 106a . Says Jesus' mother was a whore: "She who was the 
descendant of princes and governorsplayed the harlot with 
carpenters." Also in footnote #2 to Shabbath 104b of the Soncino 
edition, it is statedthat in the "uncensored" text of the Talmud it 
is written that Jesus mother, "Miriam the hairdresser," had sexwith 
many men.

Gloats over Christ Dying Young

 A passage from Sanhedrin 106 gloats over the early age at which 
Jesus died: "Hast thou heard how old Balaam (Jesus) was?--He replied:
It is not actually stated but since it is written, Bloody and 
deceitful menshall not live out half their days it follows that he 
was thirty-three or thirty-four years old."

Jesus in the Talmud: Horrible Blasphemies Against Jesus Christ

"The Talmud (Babylonian edition) records other sins of 'Jesus the 
Nazarene':

1) He and his disciples practiced sorcery and black magic, led Jews 
astray into idolatry, and were sponsored by foreign, gentile powers 
for the purpose of subverting Jewish worship (Sanhedrin 43a).

2) He was sexually immoral, worshipped statues of stone (a brick is 
mentioned), was cut off from the Jewish people for his wickedness, 
and refused to repent (Sanhedrin 107b; Sotah 47a).



3) He learned witchcraft in Egypt and, to perform miracles, used 
procedures that involved cutting his flesh,which is also explicitly 
banned in the Bible (Shabbos 104b).

Let us examine further some of these anti-Christ Talmud 
passages:Gittin 57a. Says Jesus is in hell, being boiled in "hot 
excrement."Sanhedrin 43a. Says Jesus ("Yeshu" and in Soncino footnote
#6, Yeshu "the Nazarene") was executed because he practiced sorcery: 
"It is taught that on the eve of Passover Jesus was hung, and forty 
days before this the proclamation was made: Jesus is to be stoned to 
death because he has practiced sorcery and has lured the people to 
idolatry...He was an enticer and of such thou shalt not pity or 
condone."

Rosh Hashanah 17a. Christians (minnim) and others who reject the 
Talmud will go to hell and be punished there for all 
generations.Sanhedrin 90a. Those who read the New Testament 
("uncanonical books") will have no portion in the world to come. 
Shabbath 116a. Jews must destroy the books of the Christians, i.e. 
the New Testament.

Gittin 69a . To heal his flesh a Jew should take dust that lies 
within the shadow of an outdoor toilet, mix withhoney and eat it.

Shabbath 41a. The law regulating the rule for how to urinate in a 
holy way is given.

Yebamoth 63a. States that Adam had sexual intercourse with all the 
animals in the Garden of Eden.

Yebamoth 63a. Declares that agriculture is the lowest of occupations.

Sanhedrin 55b. A Jew may marry a three year old girl (specifically, 
three years "and a day" old).

Sanhedrin 54b. A Jew may have sex with a child as long as the child 
is less than nine years old.

Kethuboth 11b. "When a grown-up man has intercourse with a little 
girl it is nothing.



"Yebamoth 59b. A woman who had intercourse with a beast is eligible 
to marry a Jewish priest. A woman who has sex with a demon is also 
eligible to marry a Jewish priest.

Here are two early "Holocaust" tales from the Talmud: Gittin 57b. 
Claims that four billion Jews were killed bythe Romans in the city of
Bethar. Gittin 58a claims that 16 million Jewish children were 
wrapped in scrollsand burned alive by the Romans. (Ancient demography
indicates that there were not 16 million Jews in theentire world at 
that time, much less 16 million Jewish children or four billion 
Jews).

Minor Tractates. Soferim 15, Rule 10. This is the saying of Rabbi 
Simon ben Yohai: Tob shebe goyyim harog ("Even the best of the 
gentiles should all be killed").

University of Jerusalem Prof. Ehud Sprinzak described Kahane and 
Goldstein's philosophy: "They believe it'sGod's will that they commit
violence against goyim, a Hebrew term for non-Jews." (NY Daily News, 
Feb. 26,1994, p. 5).Rabbi Yitzhak Ginsburg declared, "We have to 
recognize that Jewish blood and the blood of a goy  are not the same 
thing." (NY Times, June 6, 1989, p.5).Rabbi Yaacov Perrin said, "One 
million Arabs are not worth a Jewish fingernail." (NY Daily News, 
Feb. 28,1994, p.6)

Further reading at this point can be found online at these sources:

https://www.scribd.com/document/382034821/The-Truth-About-TheTalmud

https://www.sacred-texts.com/jud/talmud.htm

https://www.scribd.com/document/337392422/Pedophilia-The-Talmud-s-
Dirty-Secret

https://www.scribd.com/document/5533605/The-Babylonian-Talmud-
Complete-Soncino-English-Translation

The Talmud as one can see for themselves is a text that is primarily 
racialist in nature and concerned with the Jews being the superior 
Chosen People of God who therefore have the right to do whatever evil
or injustice or pursue whatever sexual perversion they fancy.

https://www.scribd.com/document/5533605/The-Babylonian-Talmud-Complete-Soncino-English-Translation
https://www.scribd.com/document/5533605/The-Babylonian-Talmud-Complete-Soncino-English-Translation
https://www.scribd.com/document/337392422/Pedophilia-The-Talmud-s-Dirty-Secret
https://www.scribd.com/document/337392422/Pedophilia-The-Talmud-s-Dirty-Secret
https://www.sacred-texts.com/jud/talmud.htm
https://www.scribd.com/document/382034821/The-Truth-About-TheTalmud


This called by the O9A the Magian ethos is embodied by the statement 
not of eye for eye or tooth for tooth but of might makes right. That 
whoever belongs to Tribe X gets to oppress and seek vengeance upon 
Tribe Y. And that reason is why Nietzsche considered punishment to 
make merely colder and harder, based upon debt and the pleasure 
received from punishing a transgressor in an act of sadism and that 
the whole concept of revenge was decadent. It is de-evolutionary and 
concerned with enacting punishment based upon some moral or ethical 
code which suits whoever holds the most power. And today it is the 
Zionist or Magian with their das kapital and Amerikkkan puppet 
government which holds the most power. And therefore have created a 
sub-species of human known as Homo Hubris who is primarily White. And
therefore can no longer be called Aryan or the sanskrit word for 
"noble blood". And in essence we should replace the word Aryan for 
Hyperborean for Western Ancestors as we descended from the North 
moved in the Indus River civilization and via the Hellenic 
civilization conquered that of the Persian. The Persian being based 
upon a continuation of Sumerian to Babylonian civilizations whose 
religion formed the basis of Judaism and of which Christianity is a 
continuation of.

However, if we can pause briefly here and take a step back 
Christianity was not designed naturally or that is to say it did not 
occur as some sort of accident or out of the conditions of the 
enslavement of Jews and the similar low breed of sudra who the Roman 
Empire oppressed. Nay! For the Roman Empire in adopting Christianity 
and becoming decadent is the pre-historic Amerikkkan civilization. 
When the Roman Empire became Jewish or Christian then it became 
Amerikkka. For it went on to conquer by force the Germanic, Nordic, 
and Albion Pagans who had a matriarchal ethos and various war-like 
cults such as the Picts whom held in regard the Dark Goddess Baphomet
as their deity of wealth, fertility, harvest and Mother Earth or 
Gaia. I would instead say Davinca not Gaia. And it relates to the 
Vedic Durga who in the ghastly sense of the material world that of 
night, war and the eternal conquest of time by a creative feminine 
force which is destructive ie that of Mother Nature herself is 
embodied by Kali-Ma. Not by Lilith whose original term is Lilitu or 
merely a female succubus or vampire and of which the Venusian sphere 



which is said to be associated with Darkat can be more properly named
as Isis, Ishtar or Asterate. Azerate or Asterate may be known as the 
Babylonian or Sumerian Dragon Mother Tiamat who via her consort Apsu 
-- who is remember now the Cosmic form of Shaitan and is Atazoth and 
in the Vedic sense is Visnu in his Cosmic Form -- gave birth to 
offspring who were transgressive and opposed to the gods such as Enki
and Enlil. Yahweh became based upon Enki or the God of Wind perhaps 
and then therefore ceased to be polytheistic and the fire gifted by 
the serpent was that to realize Yahweh is the false God or 
Yaldabaoth. In a moire not numinous but certainly lighter aspect 
could be known as Brahma but also perhaps Indra (Indra may be more 
associated with Dagon or Bael-Dago which is Baal the God of Storms 
and Thunder and associated with Mars as is the masculine force of 
Shiva or Rudra). And whence there was bad harvest or a plague of 
sorts became symbolized as the swarm of Locusts and disease via 
Pazazu perhaps. Upon which when we consider more carefully is the 
rage of Indra upon mortals. That of Storms and Thunder. And yet 
Shugara is herself -- as I believe it to be a female force -- 
associated with destruction and a hideous intrusion associated with 
rotting flesh. This could be Kali-Ma's destructive power in a ghastly
sense but could be also a sort of embodiment of the Abyss and the 
denizens thereof who hail from the Dark Side of the Moon or the Black
Moon and are Vampiric space-farers who can also travel astrally and 
create rents or distortions in space-time whereupon wisdom that can 
drive a man insane or psychotic in a very Lovecraftian sense is 
imparted. That of the Elder Gods of Lovecraft. Who are sleeping as 
they are archetypes of the unconsciousness and collective unconscious
yet real beings as well who due to their nature of being acausal are 
nonexistent and non-being. The Goetia perhaps hints at these demons 
and their martial structure but it is still Hebrew or Judaic in 
origin due to it's association with Solomon and use of "Yahweh" or 
Yeshua to command them to obey. Even in the Thelemic sense it still 
contains these Magian distortions.

The original conception of the Nazarene distortion can be found 
written by that philosopher of Satan who was himself a Satanic adept 
I predict and who manifested in a very Falciferian way the arrival of
the Vindex figure of Adolf Hitler. Whose providence was gifted to him



by a younger female entity caught between the causal and the acausal 
-- who is damaging to the psyche or sanity but perhaps in a child-
like fashion of curiosity lent a tread of fate from Freya or Feyan 
itself which was known as impersonal providence to Adolf Hitler. And 
guided him much like a tread through his whole life up until his own 
sacrifice for his race. I believe such a suicide was not to avoid 
humiliation or punishment -- which may have not even arrived given 
Stalin's interest and admiration of Hitler except perhaps by his 
Kremlin KGB Jews who ran Gulags and such -- but that of a Hellenic or
Greco-Roman tragedy of a numinous dark nature as that of Antigone's 
suicide due to once more the hubris and patriarchal ethos of the 
Magian. Of which Hitler was not a follower of due to his commitment 
and love and devotion to his Mother.

What was Communism, sociology, Marxism, Leninism, feminism, and all 
other movements of social justice if not embodying the slave morality
of Christianity and engineered by the Jews to control the Aryan such 
that the Aryan would de-evolve into merely being white. A tame 
domesticated animal and then they set their fangs upon Japan and the 
rest of Asia. Particularly Thailand and Tibet. And the British Empire
by virtue of being Nazarene from the get go had it's policies of 
Colonialism and slavery which if one studies as an example the Nation
of Islam's texts: "The Secret Relationship Between Jews and Blacks" 
they find it was a Jewish proposal. And whereupon Abe Lincoln freed 
the blacks he was assassinated before he could proceed with their 
back to Africa movement. And instead blacks were kept enslaved and 
confined to ghettos were they had to resort to crime out of poverty 
and drugs which the CIA gave them along with AIDS. Much like Cluster 
and other Homo Hubris gave the Native Americans blankets with 
influenza and smallpox.

The Pagans of Nordic Origin co-existed with the Natives of the 
Americas. And left peacefully. It is that doctrine of Judaism and 
Christianity which espouses the need to slave, the need to colonize 
and the ethos of might makes right. For they were heathens! And to 
save their souls they must teach them of Yeshua. Who was an inferior 
diety to their glorious Pagan Gods whom they offered animal or human 
sacrifices too. Again for a plentiful harvest usually or to restore 



balance via justice or otherwise. And said movements above which all 
can be called Marxist-Leninism were engineered and designed by Jews 
such as Karl Marx and Vladimir Lenin. And when Stalin turned it into 
a Slavic nationalist doctrine opposed to Zionism and underwent the 
Doctor's Plot of assassinations he himself was poisoned before too 
long. 

These hideous serpents evolved and bore a more potent venom or toxin 
to the World Soul and that of the Western Aeon -- that of Cultural 
Marxism. Where the poor working class is replaced with the individual
who has the least amount of privilege or the most unfortunate of 
minorities. Dark skinned, disabled, retarded mentally, sexually 
perverted, degenerate, decadent, morally questionable and above all 
else possessed of a resentment and desire for revenge against the 
"master" or the fair skinned, beautiful, noble, wealthy and 
Aristocratic. Once the Wealth of the Czars were handed over to the 
Jews then it was fair and all was right. And once the place of the 
White becomes beneath that of the absolute untermensch or sudra then 
all is right. For they will have enslaved us to the point where they 
can rule without question as those who oppose them would be 
sufficiently weak to prove absolutely fangless.

The Third Reich was not a Christian governance and Adolf Hitler 
admitted that it was merely in public to "keep the peace" that he 
posed as a Christian. And he also admired Islam far more. And he 
admired Asian culture. And he wanted to give the Native Americans 
their land back. He was opposed to the KKK. And he did not hold 
erroneously some sort of racially supremacist doctrine except in the 
sense that everyone in the 1940s held. Including those sly 
Amerikkkans who kept blacks behind the "Nazi" POWs and blamed their 
rapes and murders upon the black soldiers who they summarily 
executed. Today in the military it is debated if Muslims can wear 
their traditional dress. In the Waffen-SS which was multiracial, 
multi-cultural and religious tolerant they were allowed to do this.

Leon Degrelle himself noted Hitler was possessed of a quiet studious 
character and enjoyed the fine arts. And that there was no policy of 
Jewish extermination but due to the refusal of other nations such as 
Macedonia to accept Jewish refugees -- on the basis they did not want



the same to happen to their country and likewise when British 
Palestine scuttled a German U-Boat with Jewish refugees. In fact the 
Third Reich wanted a homeland for the Jews or their own nation. They 
were ironically enough the first Zionists themselves! But not at the 
expense of the German people. NO! And Nor should it be. 80-90% of the
prisoners of Concentration Camps were once more imprisoned post-War. 
Zyklon-B was used as a delousing agent. Bombings cut of supply routes
and obviously the Guards would be more well fed as they are in modern
prisons. And other propaganda was designed by the USSR and British to
create the image of the "Death Camp". Which according to Red Cross 
figures would have been 140,000 -- no doubt due to typhoid, 
starvation and conditions themselves. And indeed perhaps crimes of 
ignoble nature were conducted by the Guards but that was not the 
policy of the Third Reich.

Furthermore in the first editions of Night it was said the Jews were 
burned alive, later electrocuted and still later with further 
revisions to have been gassed. As the Jews themselves say there is no
business like Shaoh business. And to question in any way this 
official history is to be as one who was burned as a Witch for saying
the Earth was round in those Christian-inspired Dark Ages which set 
mankind back centuries and the hideous doctrines of Communism and 
Zionism perhaps will set mankind back a further thousand if left un-
opposed. Which thankfully one can grasp they are not due to 
individuals such as myself and others. The Satanic adepts and Masters
who behind the veils perform the dark sorcery needed to evolve 
humanity upwards and counter the Nazarene distortion.

For further reading please see:

Vindex - Destiny of the West by David Myatt

Jewish Supremacy by David Duke

Fame of a Dead Man's Deeds - the autobiography of William Pierce

The Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion

The International Jew

1984



Brave New World

Satan therefore as an accuser or adversary against God's chosen 
people is thus on the side of the West and therefore Satanism must be
understood to be an evolution or darker presencing of National-
Socialism itself which evolved into Reichsfolk and then our form of 
Anarchofascism. Exoterically understood Satanism or Baeldracianism is
Anarchofascism whose Code of Honour is based upon that of Reichsfolk 
and Law is Numinous Law in relation at least to the modus operandi of
the Cyberpunk Gangstas of Sinistar-7. Esoterically it is Falciferian 
and that of the Sinister-Numinous Hebdomian Way either original or 
newer. For the flow of numinous to sinister or sinister to numinous 
we meet upon the hill-top of Sinister-Numinous then via Wu-wei we are
able to via inaction perform effortless action without the need for 
antinomian quicksands. And we must understand here most are too lazy 
or weak to fight with arms bared against the system. The Elite few 
must move by proxy and mass hypnosis the evolution of the West and 
ultimately humanity to that state of Homo Sol to Homo Galacticus and 
beyond. Establishing our Sinister-Numinous Sun-worshipping Space-
faring Solar Reich and then Galactic Imperium. With the final Aeon of
the Dark Aeon returning all to the original source or beyond that. 
Either cyclically repeating itself or ending the Cosmic Dream or 
Nightmare of humanity -- that slave species who is prey for the 
coming Sinister Predator perhaps. Whose prey will be those of the 
neo-nazi -- who is a Hollywood Nazi archetype who is primarily a 
scoundrel of the highest caliber, a Nazarene, sometimes a Klansman, 
almost always originating from the incestuous backwoods of the 
Southern US trailer park, or some urban White Ghetto etc. Compare 
this with the Midwestern Images or Upstate ones of William Pierce and
George Lincoln Rockwell.

Continuing the work of those individuals was esoterically I believe 
Charles Manson and exoterically was James Mason. Both should be held 
not as American heroes but American saints. And idols and role models
of emulation for any young or old National-Socialist. And we must 
continue their work and the work of David Myatt.



Siege Culture is not that of the pedophile rapist skullmask wearing 
degenerate homosexual trash breed. But that of being self-sufficient 
and away from the fall of Rome. As Reichsfolk itself is.

However, I have urbanized and modernized this doctrine to that of the
Cyber-Nazi Syndicate who embodies Anarchofascism. Which is non-racist
anti-ethics Sinister-Numinous Gnostic Fascism and Esoteric National-
Socialism. As well as presences the energies of the New Aeon via our 
Tribes and Code of Honour and way of living.

The future is bright and Vindex is rising. Within 132 years we shall 
have our Solar Reich or at least a Worldwide National-Socialist 
governance! For all races, creeds, nations, states and ethnicity. Who
will form based on folk or volk and be within the empathetic symbosis
of Nature, Cosmos and the evolution. And carry out the will of the 
Cosmic Being and Dark Gods themselves! Via the beautiful die cast by 
that Sybilla and the Goddess of Judgement. Whose Impersonal Threads 
of Fate Guide Us by Providence.

Such an individual or individuals who arise will not arise because 
they have already risen and rose. And are merely biding their time 
for the right circumstances or opportunity to present itself -- 
perhaps via the Russian-American War and the resulting hopeful 
victory of Muslims against Israel and Worldwide Jewry. Such 
conditions are oh so favorable now. The sweet fragrance of musk and 
the resulting odor of the fogs of war upon some scorched Earth for 
blood and soil. With the noose hanging in the horizon as the traitors
with their placards upon them swing to and fro from. As William 
Pierce dreamed. And the flames engulf the World itself burning to 
ashes the Jewry and all it's forms. The Holy Holocaust of the Aryan 
Nations and Ray Redfaerin. And this marks the end of the Kali-yuga as
the tides of war change and from it's birth is a new Nation and it's 
offspring nation-states. All bonded together by the Tribal Honour of 
Reichsfolk and operating under Numinous Law. Where the principles of 
individual judgement, will and freedom are not opposed but championed
and expresses itself in the compassionate empathetic duty to one's 
folk, Nature, Cosmos and God and providence itself!

Hail Victory!



Heil Hitler!

Hail David Myatt!

Agios o Vindex! 



The Shapeshifting Syndicate 
The Sinistar-7 Sinister Tribe is a technology of shapeshifting 
provided to the individual for their own individual implementation 
into the real world via trials, ordeals and actions. It can be 
criminal yet legal. Inspire great awe, terror, tragedy and yet follow
the path of inactivity. It can be a practical hands-on communal Tribe
who operates in the Urban or Rural areas or an Esoteric Satanist 
group with a physical Temple. That brings us to an understanding of 
why we are both anarchist and National-Socialist or as we say in our 
lingo: anarchofascist.

So individuals misunderstand us as race-based yet we are beyond race 
but inspire the doctrines of racial hate via presencing the energies 
of Vindex via National-Socialism. For our initial learning of racial 
inequality and doctrine of racial superiority is how we initially 
break the chains placed upon us and our race in particular by 
society. We become an unchained blonde beast of prey once more that 
can not be tamed, wild, crazed, and dangerous to our sworn enemies 
and those who seek to get in our way. 

And yet we too presence the Numinous Way via following amongst 
ourselves the Code of Honour of the New Aeon and Reichsfolk. As well 
as the Principles of Numinous Law. With our emphasis on compassion, 
empathy, and honour as well as individual judgement and will. As well
as an awareness of the impersonal forces of fate, providence and 
destiny and wyrde. An empathy and awareness and then understanding of
Nature, the Cosmos, and the Cosmic Being as well as the Dark Gods and
Satan himself. An understanding of time being within, against and 
above and ultimately outside of time.

For now one may say these are just the ramblings of one man and so it
may be indeed the ramblings of an unsophisticated, uneducated, and 
unintelligent fool who self-medicates upon drugs and suffers from 
various psychosis or disorders. Rather it is a camouflage ingeniously
placed upon our person itself by those Magi who are not of the 
Learned Elder type.

The Fires of Hell Burn Brighter and Hotter for the Weakling. 



The Sinister Constitution of the Sinistar-7 
Syndicate
We dedicate this Constitution to Chloe Ortega and the WSA 352. Who 
are our forebears as well as the Tempel ov Blood – which was a 
Sinister Vampiric Dreccian Hindu Tribe unfortunately what became of 
it was a tragedy. 

The Sinister Hebdomadry of Sinistar-7

The First Knowledge Lecture

Sinistar-7 comes from the Star Algol or Al-ghul which according to 
tradition:

Algol, The Demon Star

“You will not be able to ignore suffering and horror, or brush it 
aside… The Algol placement on a chart insists upon a confrontation 
and assimilation of these harsh aspects of human experience in this 
lifetime.….Algol, like other stars, confers tasks upon us which, if 
comprehended and accepted, offer great rewards of power and 
creativity. These stellar challenges are not to be feared, but 
understood and used in a positive manner.” –Diana Rosenberg

“Arabic commanders-in-chief, in times of conquest, made it a point 
that no important battles were begun when the light of Algol was 
weak.” -Dr. Lomer

Algol is a three-star system known as the Demon Star, and it is 
regarded as the most inauspicious star in astrology. It corresponds 
to transformation, the creation of monsters, black magick, death, and
violence.



Algol is the first eclipsing binary that we discovered, and its 
eclipse creates the illusion that the star is changing colors. Algol 
also includes a third star encircling the binary.

Algol is part of a constellation called Perseus, which depicts a man 
holding Medusa’s head. In oriental astrology, it’s part of a 
constellation called Da Ling [Mausoleum].

Algol can be called upon to make the witch bold and magnanimous and 
redirect hexes cast upon her. It can be called upon to increase the 
witch’s magickal powers in general, for it is an auspicious star to 
those of the Left Hand.

Algol rules diamond, black hellebore and mugwort. Mugwort can be 
mixed with tobacco by those who roll their own cigerrettes. Vibrate 
the names of Algol over the cig with the intent of strengthening your
magickal, psychic, or wampyric powers.

For the black magickian, calling upon the power of Algol always has 
an evolutionary effect. A causal location can be saturated with the 
energies of Algol, causing its inhabitants, corporeal or incorporeal,
to gradually attain a darker nature. Animals and people in the area 
will gradually become cruel. The star’s influence will be a burden 
upon the uninitiated, but it will be a source of pleasure to one 
experienced in the dark arts.

Algol is associated with rain and snow. Its astrological influence is
like Saturn mixed with some other planet, be it with Mars, Uranus, or
Pluto depending upon the author, perhaps with all three in a lesser 
degree. It is strongly associated with violence, as well as death and
decapitation. It corresponds to black magick, black magickal 
enantiodromia [alchemical transformation], mutation, enlightenment, 



and plastic surgery. It is one of the Behenian stars, and is thus 
particularly useful in sorcery.

Names of Algol

Beta Persei, Beta Per, Beta Perseus: (The Second Star of Perseus)

Rosh ha Shaitan: Head of Shaitan

Caput Larvae: Head of the Spectre

Caput Medusae: Head of Medusa

Caput Algol; Ra’s al Ghul; Caput Algol: Head of the Ghul

Ri’B al Ohill: Head of the Demon

Tseih She; Die Shi: Piled up Corpses

Al Ghtil; Algol: the Ghoul

Da Ling Wu: (the Fifth Star of Da Ling)

Oh, and the Hebrews named it Lilith after the Empress of the Black 
Moon.

Source: https://vkjehannum.wordpress.com/2016/06/19/algol-the-demon-
star/

https://vkjehannum.wordpress.com/2016/06/19/algol-the-demon-star/
https://vkjehannum.wordpress.com/2016/06/19/algol-the-demon-star/


And According to the Grimoire of Baphomet:

The rite may be undertaken - in northern climes - on or near to 
either the autumnal equinox (for the Dabih nexion) or the winter 
solstice (for Algol nexion) or, for any including southern and 
equatorial climes, when Jupiter and Saturn are both near the moon 
which is becoming new, the causal hour being before dawn.

For Dabih, the most propitious (effective) causal time is when Venus 
sets after the sun, and the moon itself occults Dabih or is near to 
it.

Source: 
https://lapisphilosophicus.files.wordpress.com/2011/07/grimoire-
baphomet-3.pdf

Prima stella vocatur Algol.

Furthermore:

Lilith is also associated with the star Algol, as with her husband 
and mate Samael/Satan. This term isvassociated with “ghul” or Ghoul. 
It is written in “Treatise on the Left Emanation” that“Samael 
andvwicked Lilith are like a sexual pair who, by means of an 
intermediary, receive and evil and wickedvemanation from one and 
emanate to the other”which refers to the point that both feed and 
grow strong from each other by the Crooked Serpent, Leviathan. The 
mirror is said to be a gateway to the caves of Lilith, from which one
may communicate with her through it. In Jewish folklore, the mirror 
may be used for demons to enter the world from her caves, her 
offspring from the fallen angels and other beasts. Lilith in Jewish 
lore has several sides, and appears indifferent ages and guises. The 
younger Lilith is called Mehetabel, she is recognized as one of the 
Witch Mothers of the Shadow Path, that she brings youth, sexual vigor
and inspiration. In a closed sense,Mehetabel brings to incite wars 
and violence, as this is the energy of her mate, Samael, who is both 
of darkness and light. Asmodeus, known also as Aeshma, is the mate of
the younger Lilith, who is a beautiful woman from the waste up, and 
composed of fire from the waste below. Asmodeus and the younger 
Lilith,Mehetabel, gave birth to a son called Alefpene’ash, whose name
roughly means“The Sword of King Asmodeus”, another term being“Harba 
di Ashm’dai”meaning“Ashmodai’s Sword”,a Prince bornof Lilith the 
Younger and Asmodeus, the younger’s mate. and whose face is “burning 

https://lapisphilosophicus.files.wordpress.com/2011/07/grimoire-baphomet-3.pdf
https://lapisphilosophicus.files.wordpress.com/2011/07/grimoire-baphomet-3.pdf


like a raging fire”.Alefpene’ash is also called Gurigur and is the 
ruler of eighty thousand destructive demon”

Compare this Magian source or Sumerian source with:
…what may be termed the Sinister Feminine Principle, evident, for 
example, in what the ONA calls the rôle, and Magickal Grade, of 
Mistress of Earth, and in its depiction of, and homage to, the Dark 
Goddess Baphomet, whom the ONA describe as one of the most powerful 
of The Dark Gods. Thus, in the Occult fiction of the ONA, the main 
character – the main protagonist, the ‘hero’ – is often a powerful, 
beautiful, woman, with ordinary men, more often than not, manipulated
by, or somehow subservient to, these women who belong to or who 
identify with some ancient Sinister tradition, or the Left Hand Path,
and Satanism, in general. For instance, in The Giving – which is 
probably the most forthright fictional portrayal, by the ONA, of a 
genuine Mistress of Earth – the heroine is Lianna: a wealthy, 
powerful, beautiful and mature woman, who is heiress of a sinister 
rural pagan tradition which involves human sacrifice. She is seen 
manipulating both Mallam and Thorold, and the story ends to leave the
reader to answer the unanswered question as to whether she really 
contrived Monica’s death and used her sinister charms to beguile – 
‘to beshrew’ – Thorold following that death […]

One of the central themes of the ONA’s Breaking The Silence Down is 
the nature of the dark goddess ‘manifest in or who can become 
manifest in women’, and there are many references, in ONA works, to a
dark sorceress being one of the essential keys to “opening the nexion
that allows The Dark Gods to return to Earth […] “

A.M. (Lypehill Nexion) – The Occult Fiction of The Order of Nine 
Angles (119yf, revised 122yf)

” According to Dark Tradition, Baphomet is a sinister acausal entity,
depicted as a mature, human women, naked from the waist up, who holds
in Her hand the bloodied severed head of a young human man. She is 
the dark, violent, Goddess – the real Mistress of Earth – to whom 
human sacrifices were, and are, made. She – as one of The Dark 
Entities, as Vamperess of The Dark Gods (The Dark Immortals) – is 
also a shapeshifter who can presence in the causal dimensions and 
assume human form…”
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